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TRAINING

The mission of today's Total Army is to maintain a state of readiness which provides
an effective deterrent to aggression and which assures our ability to fight and win
should deterrence fail. The key to maintaining that level of readiness is, in a word
training. From time to time I intend to use the Weekly Summary to discuss certain '
aspects of training which I consider important. In this first article I want to
discuss training in general terms and highlight some of the areas on which we shouldbe concentrating.

First, we must all recognize that training is our number one priority. Command
emphasis and the personal interest and participation of commanders at all levels is
essential to ensure that training receives the attention necessary to attain ourtraining goals.

Second, our training must be systematic and we must Use the products ~rovided by
TRADOe to assist our efforts. Our training system is ,a task based, Army-wide
standard system. The Soldier's l1anual and the ARTEP prescribe specific training goals.
the SQT and the ARTEP provide the means to measure our progress toward those goals. '
Our training must also be realistic. We must reflect in our training to the maximum
extent possible the conditions our soldiers will encounter on the modern battlefield.
The Army must train as it will fight. We must decentralize training and ensure that
junior officers and non-commissioned officers play an appropriate role in it. Our
soldiers fight first as individuals, then as teams or crews, squads, platoons, etc.
Survival on the modern battlefield requires that individuals and small units be
capable of operating independently, but in concert with each other. Each element
must be responsive to its own leader and our training effort must recognize the fact
that these basic combat elements are led by non-commissioned officers and junior
officers. Every leader must be the trainer of those he leads and we must ensure
that he is given the resources-~particularly the time--neeped to conduct the training;
we must follow-up to measure the progress; and we must ensure that every leader acceptsresponsibility for training his people.

Above all else we must be constantly mindful that the Army is no better than its
individual soldiers. Our training goal must be to produce a professional soldier Who
counts himself an important member of a team and who understands his responsibilitiesto himself and to his unit.

/S/

BERNARD W. ROGERS
General, U.S. Army
Chief of Staff



BATTALION/BRIGADE COMMANDER'S
TRAINING MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

INTRODUCTION------
This training management package was developed for you, the commander, as a means by
which you can prepare or improve your proficiency to perform your training management
function.

This training package has been prepared in a self-paced format in order that you may
Spend as much or as little time as necessary in each training unit until you are
Satisfied that you have mastered the material.

There are four major sections to this training management package:

Training Units 1-8 provide training and information on the many training develop-
ments and initiatives that have a direct impact on training and its management.

Training Units 9-12 provide training, explanations, and illustrations on the
"How To" of the conduct of training management in units.

The Battalion Commander's Training Management Checklist is provided, as a tool,
to assist you in guiding and conducting the training management process in your
unit.

The devices section is just a sampling of the many training devices available in
the Army inventory. This information is included in your training package in
order to provide you some examples of the many applications of training devices
that cam improve the efficiency and effectiveness of training in units under
your command.
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TRAINING UNIT 1

INTRODUCTION TO TC 21-5-7

INTRODUCTION

Today's concept and philosophy of training management, which is supportive of our
bat7l~field doctrine, requires thorough analysis and personal involvement by the
~ra1n7ng managers in,the planning and support of individual and collective training1n Un1ts.

A clear understanding of the terminology and concept of TC 21-5-7 (the forerunner of
FM 21-5) is critical to the effective and efficient training of your unit to fight
and win on the battlefield.

In this training unit, you will acquire<an understanding of this terminology by
completing the modules and their criterion tests.

1



MODULE 1-1

PURPOSE OF TC 21-5-7

OBJECTIVE: Identify in writing the purpose and target population for TC 21-5-7.

CRITERION TEST: Explain briefly in writing the purpose and target population of
TC 21-5-7

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

2



CRITERION TEST

, ,
.1-.1

PURPOSE OF TC 21-5-7

Explain briefly in writing the purpose and target population of TC 21-5-7.

Purpose.

Target Population.

3



EVALUATION SHEET

1-1
INTRODUCTION TO TC 21-5-7

ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE:

Purpose. The purpose of TC 21-5-7 is to provide the doctrine for training management
and explain the methods and applications for the conduct of training management in theU.s. Army.

Target population. The target population of TC 21-5-7 is training ma~agers at all
echelons. It is especially directed at commanders and staff officers who plan,
supervise, and support training in battalions.

'.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 1-2

DECENTRALIZED TRAINING

Identify characteristics of decentralized training as discussed on
pages 19 and 20 of TC 21-5-7.

CRITERION TEST: List a minimum of six of the advantages of decentralized training.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

5



CRITERION TEST

1-2
DECENTRALIZED TRAINING

List a.minimum of six characteristics or advantages of decentralized training.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6
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EVALUATION SHEET

1-2
DECENTRALIZED TRAINING

ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES:

1. Encourages multi-echelon training at the company level.

2. Commanders should seek to designate trainers as far down the chain of command aspossible- _

3. Must not lead to the brigade commander avoiding responsibility for training or the
battalion commander turning the whole job of training over to the company--------

4. Requires commanders to explain their training objectives carefully to cope with
complex training support problems, to coach key subordinates and to participate in
evaluations to ensure performance--------

5. Must not depend upon standard, approved, documented programs of required training,
but must manage through mission type orders, deliberately diversifying training
programs and dispensing training into small groups--------

6. Commanders must not be concerned with procedure, but with results--not with lesson
plan and training aids, signs, labels, podium, and "approved institutional
mannerisms," but with mastery of a given task--------

7. Should be multi-echelon training; to allow simultaneous training to occur at the
~am~ time, on several subjects, with different groups, so that the maximum numbers of
JunIor leaders are engaged as trainers--------

8. Generals energize and guide training-----at division level----they must protect
the units have to train--------

9. The clear intent of the policy of decentralization is to fix the responsibilities
of administration, management of training. records, and training support, at battalion
level.----The battalion is the lowest echelon with a staff to assist with suchduties- _

10. Battalion:

ASsigns tasks for training and evaluates results.

Provides fuel, ranges, ammunition, and other resource support------

Allocates time for training.

Insulates the company from demands on personnel which take soldiers fromtraining.

Keeps records and prepares reports.

7
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Objective:

CRITERION TEST:

RESOURCES:

MODULE 1-3

TRAINING GAP

Explain in writing what the words "Training Gap" means to a training

manager.

Using the formula E=f (WPT), develop in writing, your understanding

of what the words "Training Gap" mean to a training manager.

TC 21-5-7

8



CRITERION TEST

1-3
TRAINING GAP

Using the formula E=f (WPT), develop in writing your understanding of what the words
"Training Gap" mean to a training manager.

9



EVALUATION SHEET

1-3
TRl\HlING GAP

ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE:

Since optimizing weapon systems effectiveness should be the primary goal of every
training manager; he should strive to increase the values of (P) proficiency of the
individual and (T) tactics of the leader who employs the weapons to make his weapons
and people as proficient as the capability of the weapons system. Therefore, the
"training gap" is the difference between (P) and (W): the effectiveness of your
crews and individuals employing their weapons (P); and the maximum design capability of
the weapon (W).

10



MODULE 1-4

DEGRADATION OF SKILL

OBJECTIVE: Identify two training management techniques available to the training

manager to reduce the "degradation of skill with time" concept.

CRITERION TEST: List two techniques available to the training manager that can be

utilized to reduce degradation of skill with time.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7, pages 13 and 14.

NOTE: It has been proven that for every learning curve, there is a

forgetting curve, which is a real, quantifiable curve on the back

side of the learning curve. The forgetting curve degrades

proportionately with time. This concept is referred to as "Degradation

of Skill with Time."

11



CRITERION TEST

1-4
DEGRADATION OF SKILL

List two techniques available to the training manager that can be utilized to reduce
degradation of skill with time.

1.

2.

'.

12



EVALUATION SHEET

1-4
DEGR~DATION OF SKILL

Your answers should be similar to the two techniques listed below. Again, keep in
mind that your response Deed not be word for word.

1. Provide continual skill practice and frequent evaluation of skill proficiency.

2. Provide multi-echelon training to hone the proficiency of commanders, staff,
small units, and individuals simultaneously.

13



OBJECTIVE:

HODULE 1-5

TRAINING ~1ANAGEMENT TERMS

Identify terms and meanings of terms used in training management

concepts.

CRITERION TEST: Using the Criterion Test Sheet, select the letter of the definition

in Column 2 that explains the meaning of the term in Column 1.

1

c
I

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

SAMPLE TEST ITEM
T

COLurm 1 COLUMN 2

Army's Basic Purpose b a. Opportunity for the individual to-- advance his education and value to the
GEC a community when he leaves the service.

b. Win the land battle.

14



COLUMN 1

CRITERION TEST

1-5
TRAINING MANAGEMENT TERMS

COLUHN 2

UNIT TRAINING _

INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING __

TRAINING r1ANAGER

COLLECTIVE TRAINING

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

TRAINER _

15

a. Selects training objectives, provides
support for training, conducts evaluations
and uses feedback to direct further
training.

b. Training, either individual or
collective, conducted in schools (Army
Service Schools, USAR Schools, NCO
Academy, Unit Schools) or Army Troining
Centers.

.c. Training the individual officer, Neo
or enlisted person receives that prepares
the individual to perform specific duties
and tasks related to the assigned MOS and
duty position.

d. Training, either individual or
collective, conducted in a unit.

e. Training either in institutions or
units, that prepares a group of individual
(crews, teams, squads, platoons) to
accomplish tasks required of the group as
an entity.

f. A person whose duties include the
requirement to prepare, conduct and
evaluate individual or collective
training.



COLUMN 1

EVALUATION SHEET

1-5

TRAINING MANAGEMENT TE~1S

COLUr1N 2

UNIT TRAINING

INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING

TRAINING MANAGER

COLLECTIVE TRAINING

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

TRAINER

'.

f

d

a

c

e

b

16

a. Selects training objectives, provides
support for training, conducts evaluations
and uses feedback to direct further
training.

b. Training, either individual or
collective conducted in schools, (Army
Service Schools, USAR Schools, NCO
Academy, Unit School) or Army training
centers.
c. Training the individual officer,
NCO, or enlisted person receives that
prepares the individual to perform
specific duties and tasks related to the
assigned MOS and duty position.

d. Training, either individual or
collective, conducted in a unit.

e. Training either in institutions
or units, that prepares a group of
individuals (crews, teams-squads,
platoons) to accomplish tasks required
of the group as an entity.

f. A person whose duties include the
requirement to prepare, conduct and
evaluate individual or collective training.



MODULE 1-6

REALISM

OBJECTIVE: Identify the benefits of realism in training.

CRITERION TEST: In your own words, write two examples of how realism in training can

contribute toward better training.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7.

17



CRITERION TEST

1-6
REALISM

In your own words, write two examples of how realism in training can contribute toward
better training.

1.

2.

18



EVALUATION SHEET

1-6

REALISM

Check to see that the content of your solution includes the concepts outlined in the
statements below which have been extracted from pages 18 and 19 of TC 21-5-7.

1. Realistically, we cannot simulate all the stress of battle, but we should strive
for training which teaches cover, concealment, suppression and teamwork.

2 .. Realistically, we will be receiving replacements constantly in combat, even as we
gaIn and loose soldiers in peacetime. Therefore, we must train each individual to his
job and retrain each t~am, as time and resources permit.

3. Realistically, we will fight decentralized, and so we must m~nage training at the
lowest level possible and make battle leaders our peacetime trainers.

4. A more direct approach to realism is surprise.

5. Realistically, troops should learn to accept the unexpected as normal, and their
training should develop the ability to cope with a change of mission.

19
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TRAINING UNI? 2
PF.RFOR!lMICE-ORIENTED TRAINING

IN'rRODUCTION

In this training unit, you will evaluate your knowledge of perfornance~oriented
training (POT), and its application to ~ilitary training.'
Performance-oriented training develops the skill of your soldiers through s¥.ill
practice. tvecall this, "Hastery of Skills", or "11astery of Learning".
It is assuned that yo~ have had prior training on POT. ~herefore, this training
unit has a special entry level competency evaluation. If you feel your knov'ledge
on performance-oriented training is sufficient, take the open-book test. If you
are 100% competent upon completion of the test, you should immediately proc~ed
to the next training unit of your choice. However, if you determine that you need
additional learning, you should then proceed with the individual modules in this
training unit which will develop your knowledge in pe=formance-oriented traininq
to the necessary mastery of learninq.
Remember, 100% competency is the required level of capability throughout this
training package. Therefore, when you refresh your prior skills, you are partici-
pating in a form of sustainment training.
Now make a quick self-evaluation and start with the cOMpetency evaluation or withModule 2-1.

20
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TRAINING U!IIT 2

PERFO~HANCE-ORIF.NTED TRAINING
COMPETE~CY EVALUATIO~

(Circle the letter of t~e correct answer)

1. ~~operly constructed training objective consists of:
(? 5, FM 21- 6)

a. Task to be performed.
b. Condition of performance.
c. A training standard of acceptable performance.
d. All of the above.

2. An intermediate training objecbive:
(p. 11, Frt 21-6)

a. ~s determined by the trainer.
b. Is normally given by the commander.
c. Also contains a task, condition, and standard.
d. All of the above.
e. A and C above.

3. The three-step backward planning process:
(pp. 8-24, & p. 33, FM 21-6)

a. Applies to individual training.
b. Applies to collective training.
c. Both A and B above.
d. Neither A nor B above.

4. The lecture presentation technique:
(PP. 7 & 99, FH 21-6)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Is no longer an approved methorl of
conducting training.
lIas no advantages.
Does not teach.
All of the above.
~one of the above.

5. Characteristics of good training objectives are:
1p. 4, Ft1 21-6)
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

Forces clear and precise thinking about training as prepGration for
job performance.
Good training begins and ends with the training objective.
A properly structured and complete training objective is both the
training and the test.
Training Objective Training = Test = Evaluation.
All of the above.

6. Which of the following statements apply to oerformance-oriented training:
(p. 6, Ft1 21-6)

a. Lectures and conferences are emphasized.
b. Controlled p~ac~icc o~ t~~k.
c. Learning by doing.
d. All of the above.
e. Band C above.

21
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Training Unit 2 (Cont)

7. The demonstration technique of presentation:
(p. 100;- PH 21-6)

a. Shows and tells.
b. Reduces time needed for explanation.
c. Saves training time.
d. Gives soldiers a chance to perform.
e. All of the above.
f. A, Band C above.

8. Performance-oriented training:
(p. 6, PM 21-6)

a. Is not applicable to most training.
b. Provides for a continual evaluation process.
c. Is trainer-oriented.
d. Employs broad training objectives.
e. All of the above.

NOTE: If you completed all of the questions without error, you are con~idered
to be competent in the principles of Performance-Oriented Training.
Correct responses are indicated below.

q-8 :J-L :a-9 :a-s :a-~ ::::>-( :a-z :P-T

22



MODULE 2-1

ADVANTAGES OF "POT"

OBJECTIVE: List the characteristics and advantages of performance-oriented

training as discussed in chapter9 2 and 3 of F~ 21-6.

CRITERION TEST: List the characteristics and advantages you identified from

chapters 2 and 3 of F!1 21-6.

RESOURCES: FM 21-6, Chapters 2 and 3.

23



CRI7ERION TEST

2-1

ADVA~ITAGES OF "POT"

List the characteristics and advantages you identified from Chapter 2 and 3
of FM 21-6.

IDENTIFIED CHARACTERISTIC OR ADVA;~TAGE

24



EVALUATIO~l SHEET

2-1

PERFOR~V\NCE-ORI r:~TED 'l'~APJI~JG

NOTE: In evaluating your performance of this objective you should compare the
following characteristics with the ones you identified .

. Training has a performance objective and includes a task, condition and
standard .

. The training is soldier-oriented and centers around the soldier needs .

• Training is based on Soldier'S Nanual, ArtTEP, or. Onerational Tasks that
arc critical to soldier performance of mission ess~ntial tasks .

. Performance training sets standards which all soldiers must meet. The
soldiers practice u~til they meet the standard set by the trainer •

. Precise training objectives state what the soldier must be able to do
upon completion of training .

• Job/duty related training objectives relate to the job/duty requirements
of the soldiers being trained .

• Personnel undergoing traininq arc active in a job/duty environment and
practices to become capable of performinq the tasks required by their jobs .

. Evaluation of training is a continuous process whereby the trainer receives
continuous feedback on the progress of those being trained and consequently
on the efficiency of the training.

25



M09ULE 2-2

THE OBJECTIVE IS THE ~EY

OBJECTIVE: Identify in writing what three questions are answered by a

complete training objec~ive.

CRITERION TEST: Explain in writing what three questiors are answered by a

complete training objective.

RESOURCES: FM 21-6, pp. 4 & 5

26



CRITERION TEST

2-2

THE OBJECTIVE IS THE TEST

Explain in writing what three questions are answered by a complete training objective.

1.

2.

3.

27



EVALUATION SHEET

2-2

THE OBJECTIVE IS THE KEY

The three questions answered by a complete training objective are:

1. What skill do you want the soldiers being trained to acquire? (Task to be per-
formed)

2. Under what conditions do you wish these soldiers to demonstrate the skill to be
acquired?

3. How well do you expect these soldiers to perform? (Training Standards)

'.

28



rroDuLE 2-3

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION I~ POT

OBJECTIVE: Study the factors for consideration in the preparation and

conduct of performance-oriented training using the diagram on

page 20, FM 21-6. After you have studied this resource, you

will read a factor for consideration listed on the criterion test

and write the phase number in the space provided.

CRITERION TEST: Given a list of factors for consideration in the preparation and

conduct of perfor~ance-oriented training, write the phase

(e.g., Phase I, Phase II, Phase III) that corres?ond to each

listed factor.

RESOURCES: FM 21-6, Chapter 3, Page 20.

29



CRI7ERION TEST

2-3

FACTORS FO~ CO~SIDE~TIO~J IN "POT"

Given a list of factors for consideration in the preparation
and conduct of perfornance-oriented trainina, write the phase
(e.g., Phase I, Phase II, Phase III) that corresponds to each
listed factor.

ALLOCATING THE ~10UNT OF TDm
AND SELECTING THE RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR A T~INING SESSION

PHASES OF A PERFOrtMANCE-ORIENTED
TRAINING SESSION

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE

PHASE --------------------

30

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

9. Number of soldiers to be trained
versus resources available-how many
soldiers can practice simultaneously
depends on the ratio of available
resources to the number of soldiers to
be trained (e.g., one aid or device per
man to practice with versus one aid or
device per ten men). Resources include
training aids, devices, facilities,
equipment and the number of assistant
trainers.

1. Complexity of objective.

3. Current proficiency of soldiers
with respect to the objective-influences
the time he will need to learn the skill
Other factors, difficult to determine, •
which influences how quickly the soldiers
learn are motivation, intelligence,
physical coorQination, morale, etc.

8. Number of soldiers to be trained
versus resources available-resources
you are given or which you obtain
include training aids, devices, equipment,
facilities, number of assistant traine~s.

2. Number of soldiers to be trained
versus resources available.

6. Current proficiency of soldiers-
influences the time needed for explanation
and demonstration.

4. Number and complexity of objectives-
influences the time needed for explanation
and demonstration.



Criterion Test 2-3 (Cont)

PHASE --------------------

PHASE----_._--------------

.7. Number and complexity of objectives-
influences the time necessary to acquire
proficiency. How quickly soldiers
acquire proficiency also depends on
their current proficiency.

5. Current proficiency of soldiers.

31



EVALUATION SHEET

2-3

PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED TRAINING

ALLOCATING THE AMOUNT OF TIME AND SELECTItJG THE RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR A TRAININGSESSION

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

6. Current proficiency of soldiers-
influences the time needed for explanation
and demonstration.

4. Number and complexity of objectives-
influences the time 'needed for explanation
and demonstration.

8. Number of soldiers to be trained versus
resources available-resources you are given
or which you obtain include training aids,
devices, equipment, facilities, number of
assistant trainers.

3. Current proficiency of soldiers with
respect to the objective-influences the time
he will need to learn the skill. Other
Other factors, difficult to determine, which
influence how quickly the soldiers learn are
motivation, intelligence, physical
coordination, morale, etc.

7. Number and complexity of objectives-
influences the time necessary to acquire
proficiency. How quickly soldiers acquire
proficiency also depends on their current
proficiency.

9. Number of soldiers to be trained versus
resources available--how many soldiers can
practice simultaneously depends on the ratio
of available resources to the number of sol-
diers to be trained (e.g., one aid or device
per man to practice with versus one aid or
device per ten men). Resources include
training aids, devices, facilities,
equipment and the number of assistant
trainers.

5. Current proficiency of soldiers.

1. Complexity of objective.

32



PHASE III (CONT)

33

2. Number of soldiers to be trained'
versus resources available.



TRAINING UNIT 3

INDIvIDUAL TRAINING

INTRODUCTION-------
Today's training environment is complex and challenging. The training-of our individua
soldiers is the responsibility of the entire chain of command.

An understanding of the elements that contribute to individual training is essential.

In this training unit, you will be presented with information on EPMS, Soldier's
Manuals, SQT's, and your responsibilities with individual training.

34



MODULE 3-1

EPMS

OBJECTIVE: This module will provide you, the commander, with a brief overview

of the Enlisted Personnel Management System (EPMS).

CRITERION TEST: List the enlisted grade (i.e., E-l through E-9) for each of the five

skill levels in the EPMS programs and the formal NCOES School for

each skill level.

RESOURCE: EPMS Paper

TC 21-5-7
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ENLISTED PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (EPMS) PAPER

For the first time, enlisted personnel have a complete career development program
called the Enlisted Personnel Management System (EPMS). It will affect the training
evaluation, classification, assignment, and promotion of every enlisted soldier in
the Army. The system is designed to provide career incentive progression and
professionalism, while at the same time providing the right number of qualified people
to carry out the Army's missions. There are five skill levels that correspond to a
soldier's progression in grade. A Soldier's Manual has been developed for each of the
skill levels identified below that contains those critical combat tasks that the soldie
must be able to perform.

GRADE SKILL LEVEL

E-l, 2, 3, & 4 Skill Level 1

E-5 Skill Level 2

E-6 Skill Level 3

E-7 Skill Level 4

E-8, & 9 Skill Level 5

Under EPMS, the soldier will be evaluated, classified and finally promoted to the
next higher grade. This is a significant change from the past when a soldier was
first promoted, then classified into a higher skill level, and then evaluated.

Another part of the EPMS which is vitally important to the career development of the
enlisted soldier is the Noncommissioned Officer Education System (NCOES) which consists
of four professional development courses:

The Primary NCO Course/Combat Arms (PNCOC/CA) is taught at installation level. It
is designed for the E-4 combat arms soldier who has been selected by his commander as
having potential to become a non-commissioned officer. It develops those training
and leadership skills necessary for duty as an NCO.

The Basic NCO Course/Combat Arms (BNCOC/CA) is also conducted at the installation
level and is designed to train the squad leader or potential squad leader to be a
weapon systems and equipment expert who can train his subordinates to properly employ
tneir weapons and equipment. The course also develops an NCO who can train and lead
hIs men in the proper use of cover, concealment, suppression, and teamwork with the
immediate goal of effectively performing ARTEP (collective) missions and the ultimate
goal of successful accomplishment of his assigned mission in combat.

The Advanced NCO Course (ANCOC) taught at the Branch School is attended by enlisted
personnel in grade E-6 or E-7 sel~cted by Department of the Army. The course ~oal is
to prepare the attendee to train and lead.

The Senior NCO Course (SNCOC) will prepare E-7s and E-8s for duty as E-8 o~ E-9
respectively. Senior courses include the Sergeants Major Academy (E-8s only), the
Operations and Intelligence Extension Training Program, and a Unit Administration
Course for first sergeants.
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CRITERION TEST

3-1

EPMS

Using the references for this module and this criterion test sheet, list the
Enlisted Grades (i.e., E-l through E-9) for each of the skill levels 1 through 5 and
the formal NCOES School for each skill level.

SKILL LEVEL

Skill Level 1

Skill Level 2

Skill Level 3

Skill Level 4

Skill Level 5

ENLISTED GRADE
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EVALUATION SHEET

3-1

EPMS

SKILL LEVEL ENLISTED GRADE NCOES SCHOOL

Skill Level 1 E-l through E-4 BCT and ArT

Primary Noncommissioned
Officer Course

Skill Level 2 E-5 Basic Noncommissioned
Officer Course

Skill Level 3 E-6 Advanced Noncommissioned
Officer Course

Skill Level 4 E-7
TRADOC Senior Level Course

Skill Level 5 E-8 and E-9
.
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MODULE 3-2

SOLDIER'S MANUAL

OBJECTIVE: Identify what the Soldier's Manual provides the individual soldier.

CRITERION TEST: Briefly explain in writing what the Soldier's Manual provides the

individual soldier.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7, pages 9-20

Soldier's Manua 1 Pape'r
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SOLDIER'S MANUAL PAPER

The Soldier's Manual defines the interface between the soldier and his job by
telling him what the Army expects him to be able to do. Therefore, the Soldier's
Manual is the Key to his relationship with his unit, and with the whole Army. This
then is the foundation of his individual career. All else will build upon the tasks
in the Soldier's Manual.

HOW DO WE USE THE SOLDIER'S MANUAL TO TRAIN:

The first line supervisor is usually the NCO. This NCO may be the squad leader or
the section leader. The Army looks to the NCO to be the primary trainer of the
majority of the Soldier's Manual tasks. This does not mean that the NCO shoulders the
entire responsibility: The individual and all others in the chain of command MUST
share in this responsibility. The individual can use TEC, ARMY CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
PROGRAM, GED, and just plain initiative to practice on the skills in his own time. The
NCO will guide him and assist him in the initial learning of those skills. The leaders
above the NCO MUST provide the time and other required resources to accomplish the
Soldier's Manual training.

The NCO must be returned to the training business through the Soldier's Manual.
An individual becomes bored and disgruntled with the military if he is not utilized in
his job. What better way to occupy his time than to train him on the Soldier's
Manual tasks in his manual? The collective training of ARTEP is based on individual
tasks of the Soldier's Manual. Th~refore, whether he is. involved in collective
training or individual training, he is practicing his required skills.

The training can be accomplished on the majority of the Soldier's Manual tasks
in local training areas. An analysis of the Soldier's Manual tasks showed that 80%
to 85% of the tasks could be conducted in a garrison environment. It all depends on
the resources available and the motivation of the NCO and individual himself. It is
always easy to complain about our environment. The real challenge is to complain less,
roll up your sleeves, use your initiative, and do something to help improve yourself a~
your environment.

Leaders should attain proficiency on the Soldier's Manual Skill Levels found
within their unit for which they must train their soldiers.

A Skill Level Three leader must be proficient in the Skill Level One and Two
tasks in order to train his soldiers. He must be proficient in Skill Level Three for
retention, and must train on Skill Level Four tasks to qualify for promotion.

Officers should be knowledgeable on all Soldier's Manual tasks to enable them to
train and evaluate their soldiers.

SUMMARY

There is no easy, simple, singular-system to use in establishing the estimate of
status in individual training. You must use TEC, Job Books, NCO input, SQT/ARTEP
results, other inspections/evaluation reports, and your own personal observations.

The commander has or will have a Commander's Manual for each career management
field for the soldiers in his unit. The manual will contain a task list by skill level
to include references, and an initial training section divided into two parts;
institutional training (i.~., BCT, AIT, and the NCO CoursesY, and unit/self study
training. It is in this unit/self study training area where your responsibility for
training your soldiers is most important. You have many valuable tools to help you
improve your unit's performance. By integrating training on the individual tasks
contained in the Soldier's Manuals with the collective tasks contained in the ARTEP,
you will have a good start on a comprehensive training plan.
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CRITERION TEST

3-2 .

SOLDIER'S MANUAL

Explain in writing what the Soldier's Manual provides the individual soldier.
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EVALUATION SHEET

3-2

SOLDIER'S MANUAL

The Soldier's Manual defines the interface between the soldier and his MOS skill level
by telling him what tasks the Army expects him to be able to do, and to what standards
he is expected to perform the tasks.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 3-3

SQT

Identify the three parts of an SQT and the SQT level at which your

soldiers will be evaluated.

CRITERION TEST: Identify in writing:

(1) The three parts of an SQT.

(2) The SQT level at which your soldiers will be evaluated.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

SQT Paper
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SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SQT) PAPER

After extensive developnent and field testing, the Skill Qualification Test (SQT)
has become a reality--a viable replacement for the MOS test.

Unlike the MOS test with which conmanders were unable to determine whether soldiers
could perform their critically important job tasks under realistic conditions, the
SQT meets this need.

It consists of a three-part package, but individual tests include one, two or all
three of the major components. Each SQT will have a written component and may include
a hands-on component as well as a performance certification.

written Conponent

The written component of the SQT will consist of 30 to 50 "scorable units" or tasks
taken directly from the Soldier's Manual. In most cases, the soldier must work through
a problem, using the same skills as would be necessary to do the task on the job, then
record the response on an answer sheet. (The size of the written component will be
decreased as more hands-on component tests are developed to replace them)

Hands-on Component

The hands-on component is carefully designed to test actual job task performance
under conditions close to those a soldier would experience on the job, while not
placing an unacceptable burden on the unit conducting the test administration.

Performance Certification

The performance certification portion of the SQT will be completed by the
commander for skills which cannot be tested in the hands-on or written portion of the
SQTi each commander will certify that the critical skill was performed successfully
during the previous 12 months. Such tasks include those which are best observed over
a period of time, are impractical to test or are difficult to simulate. Examples
would include such tasks as individual weapons qualification o~ physical combat
proficiency.

Responsibility

Commanders and noncommi~sioned officers, particularily squad and section leaders,
are actively involved in the SQT system. They are the key trainers in each unit and
must see that all soldiers can perform the tasks contained in the Soldier's Manual.

Commanders must work closely with the local test control officer (TCO) to iron
out local testing requirements and conditions. They are also responsible to insure
soldiers to be tested receive their SQT notices promptly so that maximum time is
available for training the soldier.

Though soldiers may study on their own time using Soldier's Manuals and TEC
lessons after duty hours, the-bulk of preparation for SQT will be hands-on training
conducted during normal duty hours. This is a major change from the MOS test concept
under which commanders often told their soldiers to prepare on their own time.

In short--commanders must insure that time is not only made available for
noncommissioned officers to train their men, but that time is available for the train-
ing of the NCO's.
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A Two-Fold Benefit

The time allocated by commanders to prepa~ing for the SQT also serves to
increase the proficiency of their units. Since many of the tasks in the SQT are
directly related to the Army Training Readiness Evaluation Program (ARTEP), soldiers
who are abie to perform well on the SQT will help insure overall unit proficiency
on the ARTEP.

Standards

The SQT scores will reflect GO/NO-GO standards which have been determined by the
proponent service school commandant and approved by TRADOC. Based on his SQT score,
a soldier will be classified as not verified (not job qualified), verified (job
qualified) or qualified far award of the next higher skill level (eligible for
promotion).

Soldiers receiving a "verification" score (60 to 79 per cent) will be"considered
qualified at the current skill level. Soldiers achieving a "qualification" score
(80 per cent or above) and meeting the "on-the-job experience" or noncommissioned
~fficer.education system (NCOES) requirements as well as other time in grade and time
~n serv~ce criteria will be eligible for promotion.

If th~ soldier fails to attain even a "verification" score, he or she will not be
considered qualified at his or her current grade, will be required to take the test
again in one year and may be barred from reenlistment. Those who fail again will
be reclassified or may be eliminated from the service.

Each MOS will be tested a~nually. However, the soldier will have to take the
SQT only every other year (unless he fails to verify). Soldiers desiring to try for
a higher Score can volunteer to take the test each year.
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CRITERION TEST

3-3

SQT

Identify in writing:

(1) The three parts of an SQT.

'.
(2) The SQT level at which your soldiers will be evaluated.
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EVALUATION SHEET

~3

SQT

1. The three part~ of an SQT are:

Written component.

Hands-on componen~.

Performance certification component.

2. The SQT level at which soldiers will be evaluated is:

The next higher skill level from their present skill level. This is to qualify
the soldier for promotion to that next skill level.
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MODULE 3-4

LEADER RESPONSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVE: Identify the responsibilities of leaders to assist soldiers in

individual training.

CRITERION TEST: List the responsibilities of leaders to assist soldiers in

individual training.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7, Chapters 1 and 3

FM 21-6
Leader Responsibilities Paper
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LEADER RESPONSIBILITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

The implementation of EPMS makes a significant change in the career progression
of enlisted personnel; however, your basic responsibility as a commander has not
cha~ged. Your responsibility for training your soldiers has always been important.
It ~s now even more critical. Soldiers will continue to look to you for advice and
counseling.on career development.

The co~nander has or will have a Commander's Manual for each career management
field for the soldiers in his unit. The manual will contain a task list by skill
~eve~ to include references, and an initial training section divided into two parts;
~ns~1~utional training (i.e., BCT, AIT, and the NCO Courses), and unit/self study
tra7n7ng. It is in this unit/self study training area where your responsibility for
~ra1n1ng your soldiers is most important. You have many valuable tools to help you
~mprove your unit's performance.

The task list contains all of the critical tasks for all skill levels of the MOS.

Each task is accompanied by a listing of training references which support
the task and which can be used to develop unit training programs.

The task list also reflects the responsibility and location for initial
training of each task. Your responsibility deals with those tasks marked Supervised-
On-The-Job Training (SOJT), which are tasks that are initialed and trained
completely in the unit, and Self-Study tasks, which the soldier completes on his own
initiative. Of equal importance is the need to reinforce knowledge or skills taught
previously at other skill levels or locations. These tasks must not be neglected in
your training program; they should either be retrained periodically as separate tasks
or taught as integral parts of higher skill level tasks.

You must train your soldiers to perform at their present skill level and
prepare them to qualify for the next higher skill level.

The SQT is based solely on the tasks contained in the Soldier's Manuals and will
consist of three parts:

Written component.

Hands-on component.

Perfonmance certification component. This component consists of critical
tasks that are not suited either for the written or hands-on component. Certifiable
tasks are those whose length of complexity make them unsuitable for hands-on testing
during the SQT and currently includes such tasks as marksmanship qualification and
physical conditioning evaluation. This certification is performed by the commander or
his designated representative.

SQT NOTICE. Sixty to ninety days prior to the SQT,the soldiei will receive
an SQT notice. This notice will identify the tasks from the Soldier's Manuals that
have been selected for testing, and will describe how each task will be evaluated.

Remember that to successfully prepare for the SQT, your soldiers will need the
Soldier's Manual for their present skill level plus the manual for the next higher
skill level.

Effective training is based on mission requirements and the level of unit
proficiency. Trairling should be designed to correct areas that have been identified
through performance evaluation as being deficient, as well as to prepare for ARTEP
evaluation. .

Training shortfalls will be identified primarily by feedback obtained from the
SQT, ARTEP, subordinate leaders, key NCOs, and your evaluations in the form of
mini-SQTs or mini-ARTEPs. The crew tests are also an excellent means of evaluating
individual training weaknesses and strengths; e.g., gunner tests and section
evaluations.
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Approximately 30 days after completion of the SQT you will receive an SQT
unit profile summary sheet that will indicate the number and percentage of soldiers
passing or failing the test. Additionally, each soldier will receive a notice of his
individual test results to include identification of any tasks that he failed. A
second copy of the individual's test results will be provided so that you may
evaluate in depth the strengths and weaknesses in individual skills throughout your
unit.
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CRITERION TEST

3-4

LEADER RESPONSIBILITIES

List the responsibilities of leaders to assist soldiers in individual training.

1.

2.

3.

4.



'~

EVALUATION SHEET

3-4

LEADER RESPONSIBILITIES

1. We must train soldiers to perform at their present skill level and prepare them t
qualify for the next higher skill level.

2. The Commander's Manual is a tool we must use.

3. We must provide the needed reference material. At the conclusi9n of each task in
the Soldier's Manual, you will find a list of references for training on each
particular task. This list is not inclusive but may be used as a guide.

4. The NCO/trainer should train his soldiers using the tasks from the Soldier's
Manual, in a field environment where possible. The Job Book, or similar system, will
identify the tasks for which each soldier will need additional training or skill
practice. He can then train the soldier(s) on that task, or use a peer trainer (from
within his squad/section) to train the task, while he supervises several groups, or
trains a separate group. The effective trainer will use a lull in training time to
train on individual SM tasks. Keep in mind, extensive preparation is not needed to
train many of the individual tasks. Simple devices or individual crew/section
equipment and a buddy/peer who already has a "GO" on the task, can be utilized to
train "NO GO" soldiers. This is a simple and effective resource management technique.
Know your men, and their individual capabilities and use those capabilities. You may
be pleasantly surprised with an epidemic of success when entire squads/sections get
involved in Soldier's Manual Training. You may also find that retention will improve
as your soldiers take an interest in their individual and squad/section training
status.

5. Allocate and schedule time for the conduct of individual training.
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TRAINING UNIT 4

ARTEP

INTRODUCTION

Make no mistake about it: the Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) is
different. The Army has redirected the way we train and the way we evaluate~raining.

W~y? Is this to say that the ATP and ATT methods which have served us so successfully
S1nce World War II are no good? Not really. They are very good when applied to the
situation which formerly existed; emergency mobilization with fixed deployment dates.
The.f~ture obviously presents a different situation. We are now a peacetime Army,
tra1n1ng to maintain the highest possible level of readiness at all times, so that if
called we can go~. Realistic? Certainly~

What does ARTEP propose as an alternative to overcome this problem? Multi-echelon
Performance Oriented Training to achieve acceptable standards under realistic condi-
ti~ associated with specified tasks.

Multi-Echelon? This means quite simply, that everyone doesn't necessarily require the
same training in all subjects and skills. It means that within a platoon, different
squads may have different requirements; the various platoons of a company may have to
focus on different objectives. This is true for companies within a battalion;
even between battalions. ARTEP allows each level of command to measure their
capabilities against specified tasks, conditions and standards--where they are and
where they should be. The difference is then translated into training requirements.

Rather than train once each year on all subjects, as with the ATP, training require-
~ents are continually reassessed, bearing in mind the constraints imposed by an ever
1ncreasing austerity in resources. Inasmuch as the ARTEP specifies the tasks your unit

be able to perform to be reasonably certain of success in combat, it highlights
the essential requirements.
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ARTEP PAPER

Collective training in the US Army was based on an ATT/ATP mobilization model
developed during World War II which produced a precise readiness status--newly formed
units conducted progressive training in a building block fashion and were deployed
to a combat theater at a scheduled date. This model, while effective for its original
purpose, is not suited for an environment which contrasts in every respect with
World War II mobilization.

'Consider:
* Requirement for immediate or early deployability with combat ready squads/crews,

platoons, sections, companies, and battalions.

* Continuing personnel turbulence.
* Doctrinal changes to accommodate increased weapons lethality.

* Individual training requirements for increasingly complex systems.

* Increased maintenance requirements.

* Higher costs.

* Ecological constraints.
Permeating the above training environment factors is the lack of time available

due to non-training requirements. Additionally, overburdened commanders and training
managers can no longer rely on a training model that equates training accomplishment
with exposure to hours of training.

The adoption by the Army of Performance-Oriented Training--the preparation for
job performance through the explicit statement and mastery of training objectives--
has fostered a new training model which recognizes the strictures of the current train~
ing scene and provides the commander with the capability to tailor his training. The
ARTEP is a document which features:

a. Performance Goals. The missions in the ARTEP are described as precise
terminal performances which the unit is expected to master. These mission statements
serve as a guide for training objectives. In effect, the Army has specified in
performance terms, the end results it desires from its units. Thus, the tasks to be

~ performed, the conditions of performance, and an associated training/testing standard
are available for both training and evaluation. The use of carefully structured
training objectives which describe exactly what is to be done and to what standard
makes the ARTEP a definitive training document; it prepares for performance. The
vagueness of the ATT checklist is replaced by tasks, conditions and standards, known
to all.

b. Levels of Proficiency. ARTEPs are organized into increasingly difficult
training and evaluation levels. The levels progress from the most basic and attain-
able tasks to more difficult operations in a more complex environment. A unit that
can successfully accomplish level one ARTEP missions is considered capable of combat
survival. Thus, the ARTEP represents the combat minimums for units in a performance-
oriented format.



c. Training diagnosis. using the ARTEP design and the performance-oriented
training philosophy embodied in FM 21-6, "How to Prepare and Conduct Military
Training," trainers/evaluators have the capability to accurately determine training
weaknesses. Commanders can then tailor training programs to correct the weaknesses
identified.

d. Multi-echelon training. The decentralized training philosophy of ARTEP
encourages the simultaneous training of all echelons of the unit, thus, multi-echelon
training. In such training, individual training for leaders may occur at the time
soldiers are conducting tactical drill exercises. Training is geared to training
requirements; leauer training; follower training and collective training may occur at
the same time in different locations. Likewise, companies may be conducting different
types of training at the same time, ~., one company doing squad level training while
another is doing company level training. The lock step requirement of everyone
training the same is replaced by a train-to-correct weaknesses methodology at all
echelons.

e. Multi-echelon evaluation. By its format, the ARTEP specifies what each type
of unit should be able to do at each level. However, it is not economically feasible
to evaluate all small units on all the small unit tasks. Instead, multi-echelon
evaluation may be conducted using a random sampling technique. Thus, a company is
broken down into platoon, squad or crews, which are evaluated on a random basis. In
this way, units train for all missions but are evaluated on a sample basis, ~.,
in a company, one platoon might do platoon missions, another conduct squad missions,
while the -third performs crew missions; for combat service support units, the random
sampling technique is employed by the selection of the tasks to be evaluated. There
are many options, the results of which determine the profile of the unit. The profile
is then used as feedback to th8 commander to allow for specific training to occur to
correct weaknesses (leader, soldier, or collective).

f. Responsive to change. Army doctrine is changing in response to technology and
threats. The ARTEP, due to its modular design, can accommodate changing doctrine. The
Appendix Format and the statements of combat minimums allow for changes as doctrine
changes.

Feedback information from ARTEP using units to the appropriate TRADOC service
school will help make the ARTEP the center of an improved unit training model. Thus,
the schools will provide the ARTEP, the definitive statement of combat minimums, and
the training support material which will assist units in training to accomplish the
ARTEP missions. The unit, in accomplishing ARTEP missions, will provide insight into
new techniques, doctrine, organizations, evaluation procedures and individual training
requirements. The open system thus created will provide units in the field with
training doctrine that is responsive to the challenging and ever changing environment
in which the Army operates.
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DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Select the response from column two that correctly completes the sentence in column
one, and encircle the appropriate letter.

THIS IS AN OPEN BOOK TEST USE FM 21-6 & YOUR UNIT ARTEP

COLUMN 1

1. AN ARTEP DESIGN CHARACTERISTIC IS:

2. A PRINCIPLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
ARTEP AND THE ATT/ATP IS:

'.3. TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINES (T&E)
SPECIFY:
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COLUMN 2

a. The emphasis is on fundamental,
frequently-performed mission and tasks.

b. Unit proficiency is judged on the
basis of mission performance rather than
the extent to which elaborate or detailed
procedures have been followed.

c. Concurrent, multi-echelon training
and evaluation is encouraged and
facilitated.

d. All of the above.

e. A and C above.

a. Random sampling.

b. All training missions are identified.

c. Simultaneous multi-echelon training/
evaluation.

d. All of the above.

e. A and C above.

a. The minimum number of soldiers
r~quired for that mission.

b. The primary training/evaluation
standards upon which the element will be
evaluated.

c. The performance-oriented training
objectives that describe tasks, conditions,
and standards of the mission.

d. All of the above.

e. Band C above.
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ARTEP Diagnostic (Cont)

COLUMN 1

4. A MAJOR BENEFIT OF THE ARTEP IS:

5. ARTEP UNIT PROFICIENCY IS JDUGED ON:

6. AN ARTEP LEVEL INCLUDES:

7. AN ARTEP EVALUATION:

COLUMN 2

a. Diagnostic training feedback to the
commander.

b. Si~plicity in designing the training
program.

c. Reduces the need for leader training.
d. All of the above.

e. Band C above.

a. Accomplishment of mission without
casualties.

b. Mission performance.

c. The ability to field complete units.

d. None of the above.

a. The only missions a unit will be
expected to perform in combat.

b~ Those squad through battalion/task
force missions that comprise the maximum
performance measure of a unit at that level.

c. Those subunits through company/
battalion/task force missions that comprise
the minimum acceptable performance for a
unit at that level.

d. None of the above.

a. Can be a formal or informal evaluation.

b. Is conducted only by ~n outside agency
or a senior headquarters.

c. Identifies only the training deficien-
cies of a unit.

d. All of the above.

e. A and B above.

8. WHEN A LEADER ORiCOMHANDER CONDUCTS a. He must submit the results t.ohigher
HIS OWN INFORMAL DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF.\ headquarters.
PARTICULAR MISSION, AND THE UNIT FAILS TO
MEET THE STANDARD FOR THAT MISSION: b. He must reschedule the training in

which the unit failed to meet the standards
before beginning to train for another
mission.
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ARTEP Diagnostic (Cont)

c. He will analyze the unit weaknesses
identified, and determine if the training
scheduled for forthcoming training is
essential, or if rescheduling of the
training in which the unit is deficient
takes priority.

d. He can immediately reschedule the
training in which the unit failed to meet
the stnadards.

e. C and D.

NOTE: Correct answers are indicated below.

a-a I~-L '0-9 'q-S I~-V 'a_( '(_~ 'P-l
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MODULE 4-1

ARTEP

OBJECTIVE: Identify what the ARTEP provides leaders and soldiers.

CRITERION TEST: Briefly explain in writing what the ARTEP provides leaders and

soldiers.

RESOURCES: ARTEP Paper

TC 21-5-7

Unit ARTEP

FM 21-6
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CRITERION TEST

4-1

ARTEP

Briefly explain in writing what the ARTEP provides leaders and soldiers.

---

---
.-/

--
---
.-/

.-/

.-"
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EVALUATION SHEET

ARTEP

The Army Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP) identifies events for which leaders and
soldiers will be held responsible, as a team. This will include the task, conditions,
and standards for which performance of< the task is to be measured.

Each ARTEP is comprised of a series of training and evaluation outlines. Each outline
specifies for a particular element of a battalion/task force, or separate company,
the following information.

a. The unit (i.e., crew, squad, platoon, company/team or battalion/task force)
for which ~he outline is applicable.

b. The mission to be performed.

c. The gneeral conditions (situation) under which the mission will be performed.

d. The primary training and evaluation standards upon which the unit will be
evaluated as either satisfactory or unsatisfactory (GO/NO-GO).

e. The collective training objectives applicable in the performance of -the
mission; guidance for estimating support requirements necessary to conduct formal
evaluations, and tips to trainers and evaluators.
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TRAINING UNIT 5
/

TRAINING EXTENSION COURSE (TEC)

INTRODUCTION
The Training Extension Course (TEC) complements both Soldier's Manual Training and the
Army Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP). Results from SQT's and from unit evaluations
completed during an internal or external ARTEP will point up individual and collective
training weaknesses. TEC gives you the capability to train individuals and crews on
those skills each individual must possess to effectively function as a member of a gun
crew, squad or other weapons system. The TEC program, when managed properly, can train
soldiers in their individual skills concurrently with collective training.

In the training unit, you will develop a knowledge of the TEC Program. You will also
formulate a plan for using TEC to help solve training problems.
If you currently do not have TEC in your unit, you may wish to complete this training
unit and gain knowledge of the TEC system from your peers who already ,enjoy the
advantage of TEC. Keep in mind that all units will have TEC by December 1978.
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MODULE 5-1

ADVANTAGES OF TEC

OBJECTIVE: Identify the advantages of TEC.

CRITERION TEST: Briefly identify in writing the advantages of TEC.

RESOURCES: Battalion TEC Handbook



'.

CRITERION TEST

5-1

ADVANTAGES OF TEC

Briefly identify in writing the advantages of using TEC.

,

,
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EVALUATION SHEET

ADVANTAGES OF TEe

Emphasizes performance-oriented training.

Increases soldier technical proficiency.

Increases overall unit proficiency.

Teaches what soldiers need to know.

Trains soldiers to same standards throughout the Army.

Provides diagnostic testing.

Provides for easy make-up training for soldiers.

Saves time (instructor preparation time and soldiers get the most information in the
least amount of time).

The correct information is provided--not an instructor's interpretation as to what
IS Important.

Improves unit maintenance posture.
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MODULE 5-2

PLAN

OBJECTIVE: Development of a short, written plan describing the best methods of

using TEC to help solve training problems.

CRITERION TEST: Develop a short, written plan describing the best methods of using TEC

to help solve training problems.

RESOURCES: Battalion TEC Handbook



CRITERION TEST

5-2

PLAN

Develop a short, written plan describing the best methods of using TEC to help solve
training problems.

.'
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EVALUATION SHEET

5-2

PLAN

The TEC utilization plan should include the following process:

Identify training weaknesses.

Select tasks for training.

Identify applicable TEC lesson.

Administer Pretest.
Incorporate time for TEe and on unit training schedule.

Administer TEC lessons.

Administer Post-test.

Explained below are considerations in formulating the above plan.

I HOW TO SELECT TEC LESSONS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND MOS TRAINING: 1.

Analyze the following.

The Soldier's Manual

Skill Qualification Tests

ARTEP deficiencies.

TRAINING EVALUATION REPORTS.
Your own observations and evalualtions.

The importance of selecting lessons for use in your training program may not appea(
to be a significant problem. However, when TEC is fullyirnplemented, you will have oD
hand several hundred different lessons. Effective integration of TEC into your unit
training program will then present a management challenge.

Simply match up those soldiers who fail or are weak in certain MOS subjects with
the appropriate T~C lessons. Several weeks before a SQT, soldiers should be tested oP
the subjects. Soldiers failing the tests should be scheduled for training to rectify
the deficiencies.

c=ITOW TO DETERMINE YOUR SOLDIERS'S PROFICIENCY IN INDIVIDUAL ANo-MOS SUBJECTS:

TEC can help you answer the following critical questions.

How knowledgeable are my soldiers in common subjects?

How proficient are they in the use of their primary and secondary weapons
systems?
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EVAL SHEET 5-2 (Cont)

Are they prepared for their next SQT?

These questions can be answered by administering TEC lesson pretests, contained
within the Lesson Administrative Instructions, to your soldiers. The pretest
consists of a series of critical knowledge questions and/or performance measures that
the soldier must pass. If a soldier fails both the knowledge questions and the
performance measures, have him complete the lesson. Administer the posttest upon
completion of the lesson to see if learning has occurred. If the soldier fails the
posttest, require him to repeat the lesson. If a soldier passes the written test but
has trouble meeting the standards of the performance measures, skill practice is
required. Peer assistance from soldiers passing the performance measures is both an
economical and prestigious method of improving the skill of slower learners.
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TRAINING UNIT 6

ARMY REGULATION 350-1

INTRODUCTION

The driving forces in training management are the regulations and directives issued
from higher levels of command.

This training unit was designed to assist you in the identification of key terms and
concepts within AR 350-1, Army Training.

Other regulations and directives should be reviewed for identification of specific
training requirements. These other regulations and directives should include:

FORSCOM/USAREUR/or equivalent Regulation 350-1.

Division Regulation/Directive or Circular 350-1.

Brigade Directive or Circular 350-1.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 6-1

AR 350~1

Each student will read chapters 1 and 3 of AR 350-1 to identify and

define in writing training management terms.

CRITERION TEST: For each of the terms listed, review the identified reference. Write

a brief definition for each term on the sheet provided.

RESOURCES: AR 350-1, 25 Apr 75
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CRITERION TEST

6-1

ARMY REGULATION 350-1

For each term listed, review the identified reference. Write a brief definition foreach term.

AR 350-1

1. ARTEP
(Para 1-3(f» 1.

--- J
I

2. Prime Time for Training
(Para 1-3(g»

3. Mission Related Training-
(Para 1-3 (h))

~4. Performance-Oriented
Training and Testing
(Para 1-3(i»

5. Supervised On-the-Job
Training (SOJT)
(Para 1-3(k»
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Criterion Test 6-1 (Cont)

6. Soldier's Manual
(Para 1-3(1))

7. Army Training Mission
Objectives
(Para 1-4)

8. Decentralization

9. Evaluations
(Para l-5(j))

10. Senior Unit Commanders
(Para l-6(f))

11. Principal Training Managers
(Para 1-6 (y))

12. Training for Results
(Para 3-2)

13. Training Resources
(Para 3-3)

6 •

7 •

8 •

9 •

10.

11.

12.

13.
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CRITERION TEST (Cont)

14. Training Evaluations
(Para 3-4)

15. Individual Proficiency
(Para 3-4 (a))

16. Unit or Collective Proficiency
(Para 3-4 (b»
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EVALUATION SHEET

6-1

ARMY REGULATION 350-1

Your answers should resemble those below.

1. Each ARTEP provides a listing of training and evaluation outlines that contain
minimum collective training objectives and guidance pertaining to specific missions.

2. An established period of time (hours, days or weeks) devoted entirely to mission
related training.
3. Individual or collective training that contributes directly to the accomplishment
of the unit mission.
4. A training and testing technique through which individuals or teams/units perform
one or more tasks under specified conditions to demonstrate a level of proficiency
matching an expressed standard.
5. A service school-produced individual training program complete with pretraining and
post-training performance tests administered to an individual in the unit/job environ-
ment by the supervisor.
6. ,An MOS training guide currently being developed for each MOS, and designed to
asslst individual soldiers in preparing for MOS evaluation tests.

7. The Army training mission objective is to attain and maintain the state of
operational readiness required to conduct combat or other operations in accordance with
assigned missions.
8. Authority and responsibility for the, detailed planning, organization, condu~t,
eva~uation and supervision of train~ng will be detailed to the lowest command element
havlng the ability to manage effectlve training. Normally, this will be at the
battalion or separate company level.
9. Proficiency evaluations will be based on performance and not on the number of hours
of training to which an individual or unit has been exposed.

10. Senior unit commanders (brigade level and higher) have critical responsibilities
~or the management and conduct of training o~ their subordinate units. They will
l~SU~ training guidance based upon an analysls of their command's operational and TOE
mlsSlons: allocate the training resources based on assessed needs and established
priorities: monitor and conduct evaluations of the training proficiency of their
subordinate units: and provide other advice and assistance when required.

11. Battalion and separate company commanders are the principal training managers.

12. The purpose of training is to prepare individuals and units to perform the
missions and tasks required for combat or operational readiness ..

13. Units and training institutions may lack some of the resources necessary to con-
duct training desired. Good management practi~es are ~e~essary to insure that the
resources available are efficiently and effectlvely utl.l1zed. Among the recommended
practices are the following:
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EVAL SHEET 6-1 (Cont)

a. Establishment of prime time for training.

b. Maximum use of simulators, sub-caliber devices and other methods to reduce
costs and maintain inoividual and/or crew proficiency.

c. Use of command post exercise (CPX), tactical exercise without troops, terrain
model exercises, unit sand tables, tactical games and other methods to conserve
resources or reduce soldier participation in training primarily designed for comman-
ders and staffs.

14. Training evaluations are used to determine the current level of individual and
unit proficiency, whether training objectives have been met, and whether training
resources have been used efficiently.

15. The adequacy of an individual's understanding of per~3cnal knowledge trai.ning
should be determined through the use of informal discussions, sampling techniques,
performance tests, and other similar methods.

16. Unit or collective proficiency concerns the ability of crews, teams, sections,
squads, platoons and units to perform TOE and/or operational missions. Evaluations
of unit or collective proficiency should be based primarily on demonstrated ability to
perform specified tasks and meet or exceed established standards of performance.
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TRAINING UNIT 7

LEADER TRAIN ING

INTRODUCTION

In th~s training unit, you will be introduced ~o.techniques, devices, publications,
and slmulations available to develop sound tralnlng for leaders. vlho are we talking
about? All leaders' from the squad, crew or section leaders to the battalion commander.
We also address the'leader levels above battalions,but not in detail.

We will address the techniques of leader training found in PH 21-6. You will find
several new ideas or techniques that involve ~our leaders (junior and staff) in
training themselves individually and collectlvely, before they undertake the training
of soldiers.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 7-1

LEADER TRAINING EXERCISES

Develop a list of leader training exercises that are applicable to

you.

CRITERION TEST: List the leader training exercises applicable to your branch. Next

to each exercise, write a few notes/ideas about the application of

each exercise for future implementation.

RESOURCES: FM 21-6, Appendix E.
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CRITERION TEST

7-1

LEADER TRAINING EXERCISE

Using the reference for this training unit, list all the training exercises applicable
.to training leaders in your branch. Next to each exercise, write a few notes/ideas
you wish to consider to implement in your leader training plan ..".

1.

2 •

3.

EXERCISE
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EVALUATION SHEET

7-1

LEADER TRAINING EXERCISES

EXERCISES---~--------------------------~I:M:P~L~E:H:EN:T~A~T~I~O:N~N:O~T:E:S:-------

1. Terrain Model Exercise use sandtables to plan a tactical
movement related to an ARTEP, i.e., how
we will do the squad recon patrol.

make a map terrain sketch Using the
sandtable to plan our internal and external
installation of a communications network.

discuss and plan a hasty field PW
confinement facility using a sandtable or
some other type of terrain model.

use the sandtable to laYout and
analyze the inter-office workflow manage-ment.

build a terrain sketch to assign work
sectors on an Engineer project; bridge
site, demolitions, obstacle planning,
road/bridge classification, etc.

2. Te4rain Exercise TEWT analyze the terrain that will be used
in the assigned mission. Leaders should
collectively discuss the pros and cons
of courses of action without the stress
of having troops to supervise or distracttheir attention.

how to conduct an ambush.

organization of the terrain for
occupation by the unit, i.e., ArtilleryRSOP procedures.

3. Command Post Exercise (CPX) plan and conduct field operations with
leaders and communications personnel.

plan and wargame a night attack.

plan and conduct a displacement by
echelon of the firing battery at night.

plan and conduct a bridge operation to
support a river crossing or gap crossing.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 7-2

BATTLE SIMULATIONS

Introduce battle simulations that teach the principles and doctrine

of tactical leadership to leaders of all echelons using combat

scenarios.

CRITERION TEST: Using the Combined Arms Center Battle Simulations Paper, read and

identify in writing which B~ttle Simulations can be utilized by the

leaders. in your branch.

RESOURCES: Combined Arms Center Battle Simulations Paper.
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cOt-mINED ARMS CENTER

BATTLE SIMULATIONS PAPER

FIREFIGliT

FIREFIGIIT is a platoon level battle simulation which highlights the dynamics of the
modern battlefield. It is designed to illustrate several.factors which will affect
the outcome of the first battles of the next war.

These factors include the rang~ and. lethality of modern weapons; the use of terrain'
and the employment of suppress1.ve fl..c""sa',d sr',oketo neutralize enemy weapons.

FIREFIGliT requires two ?]ayers who conduct Jperations on a paper map using cardb d
counters. Because FIREFIGHT is p~ayed i~ th~S fashio~, it is not capable of fUl~~r
simulating the complex co~bat enV1.ronmen. owever, 1.tdoes demonstrate the effects
of some of the more dynam1.c factors that together form combat.

In order to present this complexity in a manner wh~ch will best enable a player to
understand the rules and play the game, FIREFIGHT 1.Spresented in three modules:

FIREFIGHT I is the basic and least complex game. It encompasses the mechanic f
Play associated with the factors of modern combat discussed above but addr sOldb' .' esses on ythe most basic weapon systems an com at scenar1.OS. At th7s level of play the follow-
ing facets of combat and weapon? sys~ems are.part of the s1.mulation: mounted/dismounted
infantry; movement and opportun1.ty f1.re: defllade: suppression: effects of d
towns, roads, and streams: b,:sic.weapon~ s~stems fire team, squad, MGs, ~~ows~s
ATGM wpns, tanks: basic appllcatl0n of lndlrect flre, 8lmm mortar through OS Ariy.

FIREFIGHT II presents additi~n,:l rules designed to make the battle simulation more
realistic, adds all the remalnlng ~eapons found on ~he modern battlefield, and
involves more complex and challenglng combat scenarlos. At this level of 1.' d' P ay thefollowlng facet~ off~ombat ank wea~ofnstsystfems atre /adde

l
?to FF I: tanks fire on the

move, overwatchlng lres, smo e, e ec s 0 con our re lef, concealment. .

FIREFIGHT III adds to FF I and II or replaces weapons systems which are
under development of U.S. and OPFOR forces. In addition. to weapon uPdat~urrentlY
1980~s b,:ttlefield, less tangible factors ,:re introduced.a~ this level. ~~c;out~e
gradlng lncludes: MICV, MBT/XM1, T70, Vehlcle X (a prOV1Sl0n in the sim 1 t' P, 1 t t t b d . u a lon tointroduce vehlC es or weapons sys ems ye 0 e eSlgned or identified) 1 ., 'd' AT h l' , a ser gU1.dedAT weapons, Arty dcllvere mlnes, e 1.copters. The final element of th
packet is the Modern Combat Pamphlet. This introduces and familiarize the FIREFIGHT
with both US and OPFOR weapons tactics and doctrine. s e players

FIREFIGHT was produced for the Army by Simulations Publications Inco
It was delivered for evaluation to field units in September 1976. Th~P?r,:t~d (S~I).
evaluations of FIREFIGHT were completed in February 1977. Changes ~n7tlal fleld
to the current FIREFIGHT and additional field evaluations of the a:c de1.ng mad~
be conducted in FY 77 prior to a FY 78 production decision. eVlse model wlll
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DUNN-KEI1PF

The DUNN-KEMPF Battle Simulation consists of a scaled terrain board with miniature
mOdels of US and OPFOR tanks, Br1Ps, armored personnel carriers, and other weapons
systems. Tbe combination of the scaled terrain and miniature weapons systems allows
for play at company, company team and platoon level to a high degree of resolution
~he DUNN-KEMPF scenario is currently designed a:o~nd Eu:o~ean type terrain, but units

an construct their own terrain boards for speclflc tralnlng needs such as preparing
;~r.FTX's and platoon and company ARTEP events. During the play of DUNN-KEMPF the
.~n~ature weapons systems are physically moved and fo~ght by opposing force players
~n accordance with the prescribed rules u~der the monltorship of one controller. The
rUles have been designed to allow the maXlmum amount of flexibility to opposing
Players. In this sense it is a relatively free play exercise. Many of the realities
of the next battlefield are incorporated into D?NN-KEMPF by the use of gaming techni-
f~es.which place the players as ~loselY as posslble to th: battlefield they are trying
f slmulate. The use of a curtaln or drape between opposlng players prevents opponents
.rom being able to get a "helicopter view" of his opponent's battlefield. DUNN-KEMPF
1s particularly appropriate for training at company level and below in small unit
tactics, weapons systems capabilities and lethality, the proper employment of weapons
sYstems and the realtionship of the terrain to such weapons. This battle simulation
requires a minimal amount of administrative support; it only requires one controller
to act in an umpire or supervisory role and uses as few as eight players. It takes
no more than two hours to train the controller and the optimum playing time is eight
hours which equate to approximately 30 minutes of combat.
DUNN~KEMPF was originally based on Wargame Rules, Armor a~d Infantry, 1950-1975,
P~bllshed in England. These rules were adapted for use wlth the DUNN-KEMPF battle
slmulation at the US Army Command and General Staf~ College where it was widely accepted
by students and faculty. It provided the oppo:tunlty ~or stud:nts ~o execute their
e~ans. The use of DUNN-KEMPF in the CGSC currlculum wlll contlnue ln the future and

111 probably be included in the curriculum of many combat arms schools.

~he DUNN-KEMPF prototype has undergone field e~aluation in.selecte? ~ORSCOM units
mnd TRADOC schools. Since completion of the fl:ld evalu~tlo~, r~vlslons and improve-

ents have been made to the basic kit. productlon for dlstrlbutlon to the field in
~y 77 has begun. DUNN-KEMPF kits will include optional rules and techniques to
1nclude electronic warfare.
~UNN-KEMPF revision will continue to include.other facets.of the batt~efield of

mportance to DUNN-KEMPF players. These reflnements may lnclude the lntroduction of
~hemical and nuclear warfare. Liqht Infantry and Cavalry troop rules are also being

eVe loped for the next production model (FY 78).
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LONGTHRUST

LONGTHRUST is a prepackaged command post exercise which includes a critique/evaluation
system, complete scenario, gar;tingequ~pment and ,:11 do<;:umentation.necessary to
explain and conduct the exe:c1se. ThLS battle s1~ulat10n s~stem 1S designed to assist
in the training and evaluat10n of maneuver ba~ta11on (mech.1nfantry and armor) command
groups. It employs a manu,:Y wa:gam7 control 1~ the e~ecut10n of the exercise. It .1

can save exercise preparat10n t1~e 1n that no .canned m~ssages are required. The
game generates the message traff1c. The game 1s.played 1n near real time with reports
forwarded from the control group to the command group (players). The controllers
execute directives and orders of th7 co~and group to wargame battalion orders on a
specially designed control board wh1ch 1S color coded for terrain effects and uses
hexagonal shapes for moveme~t,data. LONGTHRUST c~rrently provides a battalion attack I
sceuario in Europe. An a~d1t1o~al defe~se scenar10 has been developed and is being '1

evaluated. This battle s1mulat1on requ1res three controller personnel to administra-
tively support the exerci~e. ~igh~ to. twelve hours are required to train the control-
lers and the optimum play1ng t1me 1S e1ght hours.

LONGTHRUST was developed by the Combat Arms Training Board a~ Fort Benning, GA and
delivered to the Combined Arms Center in December 1975 for f1eld evaluation and
refinement.

Prototypes were distribut7d in early April 1976 to selected FORSCOM units and TRADOC
schools for field evaluat10n.

Study is underwa¥ at CAC, Fort Leavenwort~, to determine the feasibility of including
modules for chem1cal.and nuclea: warfare.1n 7ubsequent models of LONGTHRUST. Also
under investigation 1S ~he po~s1ble <;:omb1nat10nof the LONGTHRUST battle simulation
and the PEGAUS battle s1mulat10n (br1gade level). (See PEAGASUS)

The field evaluatio~ of the proto~ype has b7en.completed. Incorporation of field
evaluation results 1nto a product1on model 1S 1n progress. Such improv t' 1 d. ., d . /1 . emen s 1nc u ethe add1t10n o~ a1r defense :u~es, a m1n og.pla¥ and 1nc:eased EW.play. Other
improvements w1ll be the reV1S1on and conso11dat10n of wr1tten material dd" f. .d" d d f' . (. dd" , a 1t10n 0an "Organ1zers GU1 e an a e enS1ve scenar10 1n a 1t10n to the off' ,. . d . . , enS1ve scenar10currentlyava11able). A product10n eC1S10n for FY 78 w1l1 be made dur' FY 7
NOTE: LONGTHRUST equipment may be used as a manual backup to CAMMS or ~~~TS. 7.
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PEGASUS

PEGASUS is a closed (CPX mode), free play exercise designed to train brigade and
~attal~on commanders and their ~taffs in the control and c?ordination of combined arms

perat1ons. The current scenar10 for the PEGASUS battle slmulation is set in Leaven-
~Orth, ~an~a~, ,on terrain representative of that found ~n central and northern Germany.
i~ttle,ls 1n1t1ated in PEGASUS by a US S~pa~ate me~h br1gade attacking a threat motor-
. ed r1fle regiment (_). While a scenar10 1S prov1ded, the rule books and controller
~nst:u~tion~ for PEGASUS are scena:io indep~ndent an~ can be modified locally for
b~ec1f~c un1t needs. This simulat10n exerC1ses a br1gade ~ommand group and two

ttal10n command groups simultaneously and enables the br1gade commander to train
and evaluate his own staff and subordinate commanders and staffs on their execution of
Plans/OPORDs against an appropriate enemy force. The exercise requires the proper
reporting procedures from controllers to the command group. Orders are passed from
the command group to the controllers and the controllers execute instructions in
aCCordance with game rules. The controller personnel execute operations on an enlarged
map sheet superimposed with a hexagonal grid to control movement rates. The controller
move subordinate units conduct engagements, and employ indirect fires for the primary
~urI?ose of providing m~ssage play in c: realist~c c?mmand I?ost exercise environment
fga~nst an opposing force. Normal un1t commun1cat1on equ1pment and command post

aC1lities are used in either field or garrison.
PEGASUS is based on the LONGTHRUST battle simulation originally developed by CATB,
:or~ Benning, Georgia. The stylized ~e~rain effects board, :ules~ and other game

gU1pment used in LONGTHRUST were mod1f1ed to accommodate th1S br1gade level scenario.
The d' t f'i rUles, controller instructions and 1n 1rec 1re support 1nstruct1ons are scenario
m~dependent. The hexagonal overlay used to g?vern move~ent,on a b~own up tc:ctical

P can be used in any environment. A defens1ve scenar10 w1ll be 1ncluded 1n the
PrOduction model.
~~ot?type kits are being distributed to selected FORSCOM units for field evaluation

pr1l-September 1977).
The current model contains EW and Admin/Log modules. Upon completion of field
e~aluation and testing PEGASUS will be revised as necessary and a basis of issue
w 111 b .' . FY 7 8e determined for production dec1S1on 1n .
In SUbsequent models plans are underway to include additional,optional rules and
m~terial which incor~orate chemical and nuc~ear war~are. Stud1es are ongoing with a
~lew to combining a PEGASUS and LONGTHRUST lnto a slngle p~ckage capable of exercising
en~,or more battalions or a brigade and two or more battallons. NOTE: PEGASUS

g 1pment may be used as a manual backup to CAMMS.
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CATTS

CATTS is a computer driven battle simulation system which trains me h
battalion commanders and staffs in the control and coordination of 'b~nf, and tank
operations. It simulates the actions of units in combat, calculates07 1ned,a:m~ ,
and detection between forces and all elements on and above the battl f~terv1s1b1l1ty
weapon-to-target ranges and the effects of all weapons employment ~t1el~, c~lculates
status of personnel, equipment, a~un~tion, and fuel for US and OPFOR ma1n~a1ns ~he
regiment forces. The CATTS exerC1se 1S conducted in a real time f motor1zed r1fle
mid-East terrain. Speed of movement, line-of-sight, and weapons'ef~ee play mode on
by changes.in weather, terrain ~contour and soil types), suppressivee~~s are affected
and status of personnel and equ1pment. The CATTS system is design d 1res, smoke,
professional knowledge of a battalion commander and his staff on t~ to enhance th~
decisions, and coordination that must occur in an efficiently opera~ ~e~essarr act1ons,
mand post during combat operations. CATTS provides the most reali t~ attal~on com-
of the total environment of a tactical situation that is availabl St1C approx1mation
staff has the communication equipment normally found in a mechani~ do~ay. The exercised
The tactical command post is configured so as to simulate a combate l~fantry battalion.
include appropriate background noise, i.e., engine and generator ~nv1ronment to
and electronic warfare. Because CATTS is a free play exercise t~Olse, battle sounds,
are the assets available to the battalion commander and the acti e only constraints
commander. Within the prescribed tactical situation, the US CO~nsdof the enemy
assets in any manner he deems appropriate. The outcome is deter ~n er can employ his
which the participants perform, rather than through the use of m~ned by the skill with, 1 d 1 a canned" ,The f1rst and on y prototype mo e ot CATTS is permanently locat d scenar10.
Center, Ft Leavenworth, KS. It went into operation on 1 Februa e l~t the Combined ArmS
other battle simulations, uses controller personnel who are ass:y d76. CATTS, unlike
duty. For this reason, battalion command groups who come to Ft1£ne for that specific
pate in the CATTS exercise are not tasked for controllers from the~venw?rth to partici-
optimum playing time for CATTS varies from four to ten hours del: un1t. The
scenario. Currently, CATTS has incorporated into its system aepend1~g Upon the
warfare play for battalion level. Admin and Log play has beenP~~OP:1~te electronicgn1f1cantly improved.
CATTS was ~nitially developed at USAIS, Ft Benning, GA. After init' 1
at Ft Benn1ng, GA the CATTS was moved to the Combined Arms Ce t 1a local val1dat1on
for use as a training vehicle and an experimental battle sim ~: at Ft Leavenworth
recent months,' C~TTS has conducted exercises for 55 FORSCOM ~c~i~~ns laboratory. Durinq
Component battal10n staffs plus student groups from the Comma d Army and Reserve
College. n and General Staff

A European terrain data base will be added in FY 78. Divi' 1
cavalry squadron, abn bn, and bde (ACR) exercise capabilit~lOna and.non-divisional
Also'~nder development is the Remote Training and Reply S ~s are belng developed. !
the exercise to be conducted and critiqued at the unit I YSt~m (R~RS). This will allow!
display of activity that took place during the exercise oC:R~on w1th visual and audio I
developing measurements of performance by correlating S~b' t,and CATTS personnel are I
controllers (based on ARTEP c:itical tasks and standards)J:~t~ve evaluations by I
both forces. These results w1Il have application to all b t ba~tle loss data of I
TRADOC, and DARCOM are developing requirements to field a a tle slmula tions. CAC, I
during FY 81 for FORSCOM and USAREUR. number of CATTS (revised)

I
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CAMMS

The Computer Assisted Map Maneuver System (CAMMS) is a battle simulation designed t
exercise commanders and staffs at brigade and battalion level. CAMMS is capabl fO
~ccommodating an exercise consisting.of armor, mechanized infantry, infantry an~ 0
sava~ry maneuver brigades and b~ttal~ons w~th norma~ comcat support (CS) and combat
eerv~ce support (CSS) elements ~n a non-~u~lear env~:onment against an appropriate

n~y ~orce. The computer program, spec~f~cally des~gned to support military and
log~st~cal problems, greatly reduces ~ap ~a~euver prepar~tion time, provides faster
and more accurate results, insures obJect~v~ty, and prov~des historical data for
analysis and critique. Player units may participate from remote field locations or
centralized administrative locations. The computer data bank includes an OPFOR s tcap bl fl d' ., d t k d' . , egmena e of f~eld~ng a motor~zed r~ e ~v~s~on an a an ~v~s~on with all their
normal support units. The program can be used to play any unit from platoon and
Section level up to full maneuver,brigade, in any combination. It is a highly complex
brogram, yet simple in its operat~on. An operator who possess basic typing skills can

e trained to operate the computer terminal in a few hours. The computer functions
are designed to accommodate the employment of conventional forces with all their
~orm~l sup~orting weapons systems. Artillery, air, mort~rs, helicopters, admin/log,

nd ~ntell~gence Junctions are handled as they would be ~n actual combat. Task
~:ganizations from team to task forc~ ~eve~ a:e progra~ed to allow the task organiza-

lOn of units to -accomplish any spec~f~c m~ss~on. Unl~ke manual systems, weapons
~ffectiveness is provided in a timely man~er: An ~rror in judgment by a player will

orne back very quickly in the form of a m~ss~on fa~lu:e. Overlooked details present
devastating results forcing the players to execute t~mely, accurate, and coordinated
decisions. Players' are still required to follow the normal sequence for command and
staff actions. however the computer tabulates battle data and provides feedback to
Co . 1 f ba n~rollers who provide this infor~at~on to ayers or su sequent command and staff

CtlOns. Players do not actively ~nteract w~th the computer. In the CAMMS system
there are no "canned" or prefabricated messages, except to start the exercise. Th~
degree of success of a given player unit depends upon the soundness and timeliness
of.his plans, and the decisions and orders of the commanders and staff and subordinate
Unlts during execution of their plans.
StUdies are continuing at CAC to determine cost effectiveness and feasibility of
exporting CAMMS by leasing civilian computer time a~d,linking computers to units via
commercial telephone lines, or by the purchase~f,m~n~-computer~ to support CAMMS in
~he.field. Also being investigated is the poss~b~llty of adapt~ng,CAMMS to locally
vallable computer facilities at posts throughout the world. Studles have also been

Started to place the CAMMS program in the TOS system.
~n improved model of CAMMS, to include admin/log an~ electronic warfare modules, will

e available for field evaluation on or about 1 Apr~l 1977. During the period
April-September 1977 selected units will participate in continued field tests in order
to d etermine the following:

How much money per clock hour of exercise will CAMMS cost the training manager
in the field?

_ Is CAMMS cost/training effective when compared with other systems (CPXs,
MAPEXs, etc.) currently in use?

Where does CAMMS fit into the overall training strategy of units?

AMMS be used annually by both active Army and reserve
Co How many times will Cd'rnponent maneuver battalion and maneuver brigade commanders an thelr staffs?

What is the most cost effective means of supporting CAMMS in the field?

Based FY 77 field evaluations, a plan will be developed to
field upon the results of theCAMMs in FY 78 for FORSCOM and USAREUR un~tS.
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FIRST BATTLE

FIRST BATTLE is designed to provide division command groups with the .
control and coordinate combined arms operations in a simulated tacti °iPort~nlty to
against an appropriate opposing force. It may be used as a vehicle env~r?nmen~ .
sion command groups/staffs to attain and sustain ARTEP standards (ART r traln~ng dlVl-
Gp and staff, 100-2). Battalion and Brigade commanders and their t ~P for D1V Cmd
employed in the CPX mode. The current scenario for FIRST BATTLE is ~hfs can also be
armored division defending along the FRG border in the Fulda-Gap ars at.of a US
Tank Army consisting of four tank divisions and one motorized riflead~g~l~st an OPFOR
it is scenario independent. The 'systems employed in this battle llVl~lon; however,

h '1 Slmu atlon .rather than weapons. Treat unlts are p ayed at battalion level a d .are unlts
are played at company level. Each unit has a relative combat pow n the frlendly unitS
engagements between two opposing forces occur either or both sideer value and when
using simplified probability tables which reduce the combat powers a~e a~trited by
succeeding engagement. In addition to direct fire engagement ai vatU~ ln each
helicopter engagements, and indirect fire are designed in suc~ a r s rlkes, attack
participants to prepare their ?wn plans and develop their own en manner aS,to allow
situations on any terrain. ThlS creats almost unlimited game po~~rbf~~ ~rlendly .
a free play (unstructured), open or closed (CPX) exercise It u ltles., It lS
tactical maps and requires only one 1:25,000 scale map fo; contr~~s standard 1:50,000
more complicated and more difficult to learn than some other sim l_i~rposes. Although
tly the only manual battle simulation which ~lays at US divisio ula lons, it is curren~d" n evel ad" s'a complete EW module. Stu les are on-golng to reduce the comple .t' ,n 1t lnclude
simplify the rules with minimal resolution loss. In spite of i~l les of the game and
FIRST BATTLE only requires one chief controller. All other per s mOde:ate complexitieS'
play of FIRST BATTLE are either in a player role operating as t~Onnel lnv?lved in the
combat or in a player/controller role which requires them to pe ~y would ln actual
functions. It requires approximately three hours to train the r orm some combat

f h . f controlle dplayer/controllers or t e open verSlon 0 FIRST BATTLE. The t' r an the
FIRST BATTLE is 12 hours. op lmum playing time for

FIRST BATTLE was designed for use in the CGSC curriculum. Its ur
students the opportunity ~o execute plans prepared in class. FiRS~ose ,was t? allow
tinue to be used at CGSC ln the study of the European defense BA1TLE wlll con-
BATTLE has been adapted for use by I Corps in Korea. Initial scenario. Recently, FIRS1,
indicated a favorable adaptation for a quite different scenar.responses have10.

Prototypes of FIRST BATTLE are being distributed to the field
USAREUR units ~ill play ~I~ST BATTLE and provide feedback to CACSelected FORSCOM and
FIRST BATTLE wlll be modlfled as necessary and changes distr'bt. Subsequently,
of issue for the Army in the field will also be established.l u ed to users. A basis

In s~bsequent models of FIRST BATTLE, chemical warfare and 1
be introduced as well as improved administrative and 10gist~UC ear warfare will also
underway to automate FIRST BATTLE with a view to placing itl~S play. Studies are

n the TOS system.
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WAR EAGLE

WAR EAGLE is a corps level battle simulation. I~ is currently undergoing development
at Fort Leavenworth and is the newest of the fam1ly of battle simulations. When
completed WAR EAGLE will be a two-sided, free play, closed battle simulation. It
will integrate ground combat and maneuver, .intel~igence, electronic warfare, air-land
battle, logistics, and administration cons1derat1ons of the Corps. In its concept stage
WAR EAGLE isa multiple adaption of FIRST BATTLE.

The prototype model of WAR EAGLE is scheduled for field evaluation in FY 77. At
that time WAR EAGLE will provide a scenario to exercise corps and division headquarters.

~)
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CRITERION TEST

7-2

BATTLE SIMULATIONS

Using the Combined Arms Center, Battle Simulations Paper:

Read and list the title of each Battle Simulation that c ban e utilized by. leadersin your branch.

'.
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EVALUATION SHEET

7-2

BATTLE SIMULATIONS

SIMULATIONS B~ ECHELON

Whether or not the below listed battle simulations directly apply to you will depend
on your branch.

Level of Play (U.S.)

Corps

~on

Brigade

Battalion

Company

!:,!atoon

Platoon

Manual Simulation

WAR EAGLE

FIRST BATTLE

PEGASUS

LONGTHRUST

DUNN-KEMPF

DUNN-KEMPF

FIREFIGHT
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Computer Assisted Simulation

None

None

CAMMS

CATTS, CAMMS

None

None

None



MODULE 7-3

TEC APPLICAT!ONS FOR LEADER TRAINING

OBJECTIVE: Identify the leader training applications and capabilities of TEC.

CRITERION TEST: Determine and explain briefly in writing whether or not you feel

TEC can and should be employed as a leader training tool.

RESOURCES: TEC Handbook, pages 4, 5, and 6.
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CRITERION TEST

7-3

TEC APPLICATIONS FOR LEADER TRAINING

Determine and explain briefly in writing whether or not you feel TEC can and should
be employed as a leader training tool.
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EVALUATION SHEET

7-3

TEC APPLICATIONS FOR LEADER TRAINING

Crew/Squad leaders and platoon leaders must be proficient on Soldi
ARTEP tasks before they can conduct meaningful training for their :r s M~nual and
those tasks. Many TEC lessons have already been prepared and ubordlnates on. .' more areevery day, that dlrectly support and contrlbute to Soldier's Ma completed
It stands to reason and makes good sense for TEC to be used forn~aldand AR~EP training.
information provided in TEC lessons is proven to teach and cont .ea er tralning. The
information available at the service school. alns the most up-to-date
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OBJECTIVE:

CRITERIONTEST:

RESOURCES:

MODULE 7-4

ARTEP WITHOUT TROOPS

Identify the ARTEPs that have been developed that do not require

troops in the fiel- in order to train and evaluate.

Identify in writing the ARTEPs that have been developed that do not

require troops in the field in order to train and evaluate.

Combined Arms Center ARTEP Paper.
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COMBINED ARMS CENTER ARTEP PAPER

ARTEP MODULE FOR MANEUVER BATTALION COMMAND GROUP/STAFF

ARTEP 71-2 for the Mechanized Infantry or Tank Battalion Task Force 'II .
distributed to the Army. ,unlike ~r~vious ARTE~ ~or co~bat maneuver ~~ttaS~on be _
will feature a chapter wh~ch speclf~es the tralnlng obJectives for th llons, 71 2
and staff of the battalion. e command group

Here is a list of the tasks which will appear in the module.

Develop a plan based on mission.

Initiate intelligence preparation of the battlefield.

Prepare and organize the battlefield.

Troop lead.
See the battlefield during the battle.

Control and coordinate combat operations.

Employ fires and combat support assets.

Concentrate/shift combat power.

Manage combat service support assets.

Secure and protect the task force.

Troop lead during battle.
React to situations requiring special actions.

Some of the things the command group/staff module will do:

When used with the appropriate battle simulation this d 1
command groups and staffs, especially in Reserve compo~ent u u e helps train
constraints such as lack of training time and maneuver area.n1 s, faced with severe

_ Prepare the command group/staff for a field exercise A
with a simulation, CPX or TEWT, the module allows the commao~ RTEP evaluation. Used
control and coordination skills without squandering valuabl~ tgr~u~/staff to hone itsra~nlng resources.

_ Permit the evaluation of the command group and staff d'Urlng the battalion ARTEP.
_ Enable the unit to experiment with bold and innovat' ,

the appropriate battle simulation thus becomes a tacticallrebtact~cs. The ARTEP pluS
ders can determine, in a cost effective manner, best SOluti~n~ratory ~n which comman-
problems. to varlOUS tactical

_ When used with an appropriate simulation, this dmo ule enablesscenarios which are normally not feasible in a field unlts to play
of contingency plans or fighting an enemy force when exercise. For example, rehearsa1G

outnumbered 10 to 1 are '1poss~b e.
Some of the things the command group/staff module won't do:

_ Solve all your problems. It isn't a papacea.
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Identify tasks for individual members of the staff; e.g., Sl, S2, S3. ARTEP
are designed to provide collective tasks.

Provide completely objective standards. It dOes not replace experienced
professional judgement.

The Command Group/Staff module, like ARTEP, is primarily a training instrument. By
analyzing weaknesses revealed during internal evaluations, commanders should design
a unique training program which will correct those weaknesses.

~IGADE COMMAND GROUP/STAFF ARTEP (ARTEP 100-1)

ARTEP 100-1 provides maneuver brigade commanders and staffs a list of training
Objectives (tasks, conditions, and standards) which the command must be able to
accomplish and which the command group/staff may use to evaluate its ability to
PerforM under combat conditions.

The modern battlefield will be a challenge that commanders have probably not known
before in warfare. New weaponry, a faster moving battle situation, and limited
resources will place demands upon the brigade commander, of the next war without"
Parallel. Scarce resources must be expertly managed, tactics must be bold and
deliberate, and the art of communications must be exercised. in an expert manner. These
facts indicate a need for renewed emphasis on:

Thorough and detailed planning which produces options for the commander and
enables him to react quickly as the battle develops.

_ Developing effective internal procedures within the brigade command group/staff
which optimizes productivity and efficiency.

"Knowing your enemy."
_ Training management to produce highly professional command groups/ staffs and

thoroughly trained units.
ARTEP 100-1 has been designed to train ,the maneuver brigade command group/staff to
meet these challenges. It can be used as a diagnostic tool during field training
eXercises or to train the commandcgroup/staff during CPX or while employing battle
Simulations. This latter feature thus provides a means to train Reserve Component
Brigade Command Groups and Staffs.
This ARTEP has been written for Active Army and Reserve Component units training
in a peacetime operational readiness environment. It is designed to:

_ Emphasize fundamental and frequently performed tasks.

_ Judge command group/staff proficiency on performance rather than on
adherence to elaborate or detailed procedures.
To train a brigade command group/staff to the ~inimum standards, the commander must
aSk,--and answer--three very fundamental. questlons: Where should we be?,
~here are we now?, and How can we best get from where we are to where we should be?

"Where should we be" can be found within the pages of the ARTEP.

"Where are we now" is ans'wered by comparing the recent performance of his command/
9roup staff against the training objectives listed in the ARTEP.

The commander, having answered the first two of his three basic questions, is in a
POsition to develop a training program to answer the third question: "How do we best
get from where we are to where we should be?"
Af{TEP 100-1 is currently a coordinating draft. It does not contain individual tasks
as such, but addresses the collective tasks that the command group/staff performs to
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accomplish its mission. Following the receipt of comments and appropriate changes
it will be printed for Army-wide distribution. Target date for DA printing is
september-October 1977.

DIVISION COMMAND GROUP/STAFF ARTEP (ARTEP 100-2)

ARTEP 100-2 ~r?vides ddivisiondcOdmm)ander~danddsta~f~ allist of training objectives
(tasks, cond1t10ns, an stan ar s conS1 ere cr1t1ca to successful comb t h'
the co~mander or staff can us~ to evalu~te the ability ?f the command gro~ /:t~~~ to
effect1vely control and coord1nate comb1ned arms operat1ons. p

Fighting successfully outnumbered requires thoroughly trained command gr
staffs as well as trained units. ARTEP 100-2 prescribes training which ~~i~:~~ble
the division command group and staff to effectively control and coordinat

1

combined arms operations. e
Fighting successfully outnumbered requires thoroughly trained command

100 2 groups and staffs
as well as trained units. ARTEP prescribes training which will enable
division command group and staff to: t0

e

_ Detect and identify enemy forces at a maximum possible distance from
frontline troops to prevent surprise.

_ Make full use of cover and concealment to protect the friendly force.

_ Conduct realistic deception operations to confuse the enemy and economize
friendly combat power.

_ Conduct combat operations in a hostile electronic warfare enV1', "d' . ronment, whileretain1ng adequate commun1cat1ons an operat1onal security.

-.Bring firepower on the enemy first to gain the initiative.

_ Conduct continuous day and night combat operations to take .
elements of concealment and surprise. advantage of the

_ Direct and report combat with precision, discipline, speed and s
the bat~le quickly and reduce the effectiveness of enemy counterm ecur1ty to wineasures.

_ Suppress enemy air defense weapons to insure effective use f fo r1endly air assetS'
_ Gonduct Army air operations at nap-of-the earth al~itudes to increase

survivability.
_ Provide adequate supplies of fuel, ammunition, and subsistence

needed, to reduce the need to resupply under adverse conditions. where and when

_ Provide forward maintenance support to combat units to return
promptly to the battlefield. damaged equipment

This ARTEP is designed for commanders to use to train a division
staff to meet such challenges. It can be used to diagnose st ff command group and
field training exercises or it can be used to train the comm ad performances during

'a CPX or while employing battle simulations. This latter f a~ group/staff during
means to train Res.erve Component'Division Command Groups an~a s~r~thus pr?vides a
mentation with bold and innovative tactics; allows the pIa f a fs; ~erm1ts experi-
not be practiced in a field exercise; e.g., fighting greatl 0 Scenar10S which would

( provides a means to exercise contingency plans. Y outnumbered; and finallY,

ARTEP 100-2 is currently a coordinating draft. Following th
appropriate changes, it will be printed for Army-wide dist ,~r~ce1Pt ?f comments and
ARTEP (100-1), it addresses the collective tasks that thr1 ut1on. L~ke the Brigade
'as an entity must accomplish. Target date fbr DA printine ~ommand group and staffg 1S February-March 1978.
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CRITERION TEST

7-4

ARTEP WITHOUT TROOPS

Identify in writing the ARTEPs that have been developed that do not require troops
in the field in order to train and evaluate.

1.

2.

---------------------------------'------------------
_._------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------

3.

-----------------------------------------------'------
------------------_....:--------:-------------------------------:-
----------------------------------------:----------
------------------...,.-------------------------
-------------------------------,-----------------
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EVALUATION SHEET

7-4

ARTEP WITHOUT TROOPS

1. ARTEP Module for Maneuver Battalion Command/Group Staff (ARTEP 71-2).

2. Brigade Command Group/Staff ARTEP (ARTEP 100-1).

3. Division Command Group/Staff ARTEP (ARTEP 100-2).
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TRAINING UNIT 8

TIME MANAGEMENT

~TRODUCTION

Throughout the Army you hear this question: "Where am I going to find time to do
that? I don't have time for training all the tasks I have now."

Time, therefore, is one of the most critical resources in a unit training program. How
mUch time do you really have? What is really meant by "accomplish the mission" in
te~s of your time? What is the significance of an "Open Door" policy in terms of
Your time? Naturally, there are not simple solutions to these questions. The answers
are complex arrangements of alternative uses oL time.

In thi~ training unit, we try to stimulate your thinking about.that elusive resource
Called time. You should find this training unit interesting, stimulating and
helpful. This training unit is designed primarily as a thought provoker. Its intent
~s to make you aware of some of the problems inherent in managing time, to help you
ldentify some of your possible time wasters and to perhaps minimize or eliminate them.
On the pages that follow are some thoughts and tips on time management.
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TIME MANAGEHENT PAPER

THERE IS NEVER ENOUGH TH1E

The underlying strategy of the ARTEP for units and the Soldier's Man 1 f
t t -' b ua or IndIVIduals

is the recognition,t~at we canno raIn to e proflc~ent In everything. It becomes
clear that the traIn1ng we do must be on the most crltical of the num
missions and skills. The analysis procedures that have been used to ~rou~ potent~al
training program are directed at the optimal allocation of training r eve op a unIt's, t' esources We
determ1ne where we are, Wlere we are gOIng, and what it will take to t h .
this analysis we frequently recognize that we can't do everything tha~ewet ere. ~n
to and therefore,must place t~e re~o~rces where they will do the most OOdwOUld lIke
this workshop, tIme has been IdentifIed as the most critical of these g • Throughout

, "1 h 't" t t . resources Justas tIme 1S cr1tlca to t e unl In 1 s raInIng program, it is also c 't' .
individual in what he can and cannot get done. rl lcal to the

Military personnel frequently pride themselves in statements attest' ,
d 36

1:: d- Wh'l h . Ing to beIng on duty24 hours a ay, Jays a year. 1 e suc statements are very pat' '.
not very practical. In this module we will look at some of the factrl0tlc, they ,are. . b bl d . ors which impacton your tIme and what you may e a e to 0 to accomplish more in the tim
to you. You should also be looking at what you do compared with what e,avallable
would like to do. Where does the ti~e go? you Intend or

Military personnel do have a fairly clear cut contract with thecountry, upholding the constitution, etc. None of these items ~overnment--duty, honor,
about time. We have a series of contracts dealing with the utl~l,owte~er, are specific'd _.. lza Ion of 0 t'
with superiors, contemporarIes an subordinates in the military' d' u~ Ime
friends and community on the civilian side. All of these contr~ ~n ,WIth famIly,
our time. One of the major problems with this situation howev c s,lmpose ~emands on
cases these contracts are ill-defined. Ivhat is really m~ant bye~, IS th~t In most
mission" in terms of your time? \\]hatis the significance of an "oaccompllsh the

f
'? 0 f th pen Door" pol' ,terms 0 your tIme. course, ere ~re no simple answers to these ICY In

answers are complex arrays of alternatIve uses of time. questIons. The

Whether by co~scious decision or, as is most frequently the case b
you have commItted yourself to any number of agreements that' y Informal contract,, h' .., , Impose Upon yo t'the most Important t Ing to recognIze IS that most of thes ur Ime,you have allowed them to evolve. e agreements are informal,

Any techni9ue, gin~ick, o~ procedure that you may identify to I'
presently In your repertOIre won't do you a bit of good if e Iminate a time waster
replaces~it. There will always.be "something" to fill so~e other time waster
conscious decision as to what that something will be. your tlme--you must make a

Most of us are accustomed to assigning priorities and 1, h k ook upon this method oftasks to Insure t at we ma e the most of our time. Prio 't' sorting
number of ways. An item can be priority because of yourr~ le7 are established in a
success or failure of the mission depends on its accompl'o hSS Interest, because the, (h IS ment or bsenSItIvIty t e opportunIty IS now or never). Many of th d' ecause of time
time are not so nearly critical. Unfortunately we fre e eman~s placed on your
priorities properly and end up treating all tasks the squently fall to identifyame.
Generally speaking, we assign priorities based on pay ff-- h
resources) invested. This doesn't necessarily work bO t return on time (or other

1 b f 11
ecause In our d 'Ithere are arge num ers 0 rea y low payoff items th t ,al y eXIstence

critical tasks that cannot be ignored which don't m ka ma~ s~l~l have to be done;
our overall mission or goal. Without casting stoneas.e a SIgnIfIcant contribution to

t h' h 1 one can eaSl'l 1reports or mee Ings w lC SImp y cannot be ignored b t h' Y ca 1 to mind
in terms of fundamental mission accomplishment Th u. 'hw lch nonetheless do little, b d' . roug a more fsuperIors or su or Inates, you may be able to comol t 1 ". onnal agreement with
requirements. You may also be able to delegate the.e e y.ellmlnate .s.omeof these, . f' . . requIrement t(preparat1o~ 0 recurrIng repo~ts,or correspondence). Ont 0 someone else
have to do It yourself. If thIS IS the case, do it--but d h~ other hand, you may stillo It as a low priority item.
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In most cases, high priority tasks are few in number. There is no reliable rule to
follow (i.e., ten percent) to identify which of your tasks offer a high payoff. Each
must be examined individually to determine its contribution.

E~ficiency has been defined as doing the job right and effectiveness as doing the
~ht job. There are probably a large number of tasks you accomplish efficiently that
ln no way contribute to your job effectiveness. As a training manager in an environ-
ment of a changing training philosophy, you have a unique opportunity to examine all
of the demands placed on you and on your job to identify ways in which you can be
more effective.

!!IOUGHTS ON TIME MANAGEMENT

1. Managing one's' time is a personal "state-of-mind" or "self-discipline" undertaking.
We all have a myriad of tasks to perform, both on the job and in our personal lives.
The manner in which we accomplish these tasks, however, is almost entirely up to us,
eVen those tasks that have a priority.

2. At times, a "crash" priority task will dictate we drop everything else and
immediately begin work on it. But the majority of our priority tasks are accomplished
in the scheme of our day-to-day work schedule.

3. There is never enough time to do all the things we want and need to do. We must
choose between competing demands on our time. The choice we make means that we are
Ultimately responsible for how we spend our time.

4. Some small tasks do not need to be completed to perfection, some do not need to
be completed at all. Learn to recognize tasks that you are over-completing, e.g.,
Spending too much time on. The ratio of time spent vs mission or personal goal
COntribution may be negative.
s. The most common problem with managing time is having too much to do.

6. Before an individual can begin to manage his time more efficiently, he must be
aWare of what his "time-wasters" are. Once these time-wasters have been identified, he
mUst take action to minimize or eliminate them. Listed below are some common time-
Wasters:

1; Interruptions
2. Visitors
3. Procrastination
4. Too much work
S. Messy desk
6. Misplaced items
7. Boss
8. Contused goals & objectives
9. Attempting to do too much
10. Failure to listen
11. Meetings

12. Not well organized
13. Preoccupation
14. Failure to delegate
15. Red tape
16. Telephone
17. Lack of procedures
18. Routine tasks overdone
19. Too many reports
20. Unclear job definition
21. Inability to say "No"
22. Unnecessary correspondence

!..!.?SON MANAGING TIME MORE EFFICIENTLY
1. Set priorities for tomorrow's tasks. At some time each day, take a few minutes to
~akea list of important tasks for the next day and prioritize them.

2. Start with your most important task for the day and work your way down to the
s~aller ones. Don't start with the small ones and work your way up. You may not get
there.
3. Divide tasks taht are "impossible" to accomplish into smaller sub-tasks and accom-
Plish them one at a time.
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Don't clutter
once. This may
the unfinished

4 L arn to delegate. This is a difficult task, for most of us believe, "If you
w~nt : job done right, ,do it y~urself." Explain fully what you want done and have a
subordinate do it. ThlS technlque,has a d~uble payoff. If ~aves you time and it
builds confidence in the pe~son dOlng the Job., If the ta~k lS not completed to your
satisfaction, explain what lS wrong and have hlm correct It. Be careful with this.
Although he may not have used the exact words you would have used, he may have said
it just as well.
5. Read correspondence when it comes in and take appropriate action.
up your desk top or let your in-basket get full. Handle a paper only
save missed suspense dates. If you can't always accomplish this, add
ones to your list of things to do tomorrow.

6. If possible, eliminate unnecessary or redundant reports. This cannot be unilateral
unless you created the report. Try to come to a new agreement with your superiors.

7. Establish a format for ~e~urring reports. Memos for record, trip reports,
inspection reports, staff v~s~ts, etc., ~ll lend themselves to a standard format.
Once the format becomes faml~lar, th? ~rl~er can ~ompl:te the report with less time aDo
effort, and the reader can flnd speclflc lnformatlon wlthout having to read the .
entire p:tper.
8. Use the telephone. If a piece of correspondence or a request can be answered by
telephone, why waste your clerk's and your ov'n time by writing a letter? If the re-
cipient wants a pe~anent copy of your response for his files, he can make a memo of
telephone conversatlon.

9. Smaller, less importa~t tasks ca~ be saved for when you have a few minutes of
slack time (before a meetlng or appolntment, enroute to another location, etc.).

10. Write trip reports, minutes, etc., on,the t~ip home. This eliminates re-start
time from cold notes and half-remembe~ed dlScussl0ns. Upon your return to the office,
give the report to your clerk for typlng and prompt submission up the chain.

11. "We've always done ~t this wa~" syndrome. ~ome tasks may be accom~lished just
as efficiently in less t~me by ~aklng a new or dlfferent approach. Analyze recurring
tasks to determine if thlS applles.

12 Keep a daily record of important events. DA Form 1594 "Daily Staff J 1. . d f. m t s t 't d ourna orDuty Officer's Log ls.a goo or, 0 u e 0 J~ own lmportant phone calls made or
receivea, reports submltte~, requlreme~ts recelved, etc. This can be a hand refereDCe
when the boss asks "When dld you send ln that report?" y

13. Pass-the-buck-back. How many tasks are you now working on that really should be
done by someone else?

14. Develop "prime time" fo~ tasks. Duri~g prime time for paper work, discourage
interruptions by your subordlnates. Identlfy your most productive periods of the
day; early morning, late afternoon, or whenever, and attempt to Use those times for
your most demanding tasks.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 8-1

TIME vlASTERS

Using the list of common time wasters contained in the time management

paper beginning on the next page, list those that apply to you.

CRITERION TEST: Make two lists of common time wasters tha~ apply to you. List them

in two categories. The first category should contain those you can

influence or directly control. The second category should contain

those imposed or influenced b~ external factors that you cannot

directly control. These time wasters may be imposed on you by higher

headquarters, and may include duties you perceive other than assigned

responsibilities.

EJ
RESOURCES:

Some time wasters may be listed in both categories. If you are aware

of other time wasters not listed, list them.

Time 11anagement Paper
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CRITERION TEST

8-1

TIm~ WASTERS

Using the resource paper and the list of time waste:s contained therein; make two lists
of time wasters that apply to you no~ or may app~y ln your new command Position.
Category list should be th~se WhlCh y~u can lnfluence or control. Category list
two should be those which are lmposed or lnfluenced by external factors whicht b' youcannot directly control. The~e,tlme was,ers may e l~posed on you by higher head-
quarters, and may include addltlonal dutles you percelve other than assigned respon-
sibilities.

r-Those I can Influence or Control
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EVALUATION SHEET

8-1

TIME WASTERS

The items you selected from the list of common time wasters or other time wasters
that you identified may not be necessary; bu\, for the most part, only you can
do s?mething about them.
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MODULE 8-2

MAXIMIZING TIME

OBJECTIVE: Analyze each time-waster applicable to you and determine methods
to minimize or eliminate.

CRITERION TEST: Given the list of time-wasters developed in the previous module,

and the list of "Tips on Managing Time More Efficiently," .list at

least one method you feel can be applied to eliminate or minimize
the effect of the time waster.

RESOURCES: Time Management Paper
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CRITERION TEST

2-2

MAXI.MIZING TIME

Given the list of time-wasters developed in the previous module, and the list of
"Tips on Managing Time More Effectively," write at least one method you feel can be
applied to eliminate or minimize the effect of the time-waster.

Time Waster
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EVALUATION SHEET

8-2

MAXIMIZING TIME

Your approach to minimizing time-wasters will be an individual solution. You should
develop your analysis in detail and come up with the best answer. List several
possibilities and the~ priorit~ze them. This will give you an alternative approach
to use if your analysls or enVlronment changes.
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TRAINING r1ANAGEr1E~.JTDJ UNITS

NOTE: Training Units 9-12 should be performed at the unit location with the partici-
pation of the battalion staff.

gJTRODUCT ION

Now, let's take an in-depth look at the training manager's reponsibilities toward
developing a sound, dynamic training program that will prepare units for co~bat. \1here
do you start? How do you organize all the little pieces? How do you tie it all
together? Where do you find the answers to all the other questions that present
themselves?
Let's start by looking at the big picture: the "Training in Units" concept. You will
find it on the next page, so remove that page at this time and glance at it as you work
through this unit, and while you are reading this introduction.

There are four distinct but interacting phases in the Training in Units concept. They
are:

1. ANALYZE

2. PROVIDE

3. CONDUCT

4. EVALUA7E
Each phase relates to the other in a special way. \ve will work through each of these
fOur phases separately, and in depth.
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TRAINING MANAGEMENT PAPER

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

Th aper along with Training Units 9 through 12 of this workshop, are designed
l~ Ptyou' the commander (training manager), in developing a training programto aSS1S , . d '. 1 .based on decentralized, performance-or1ente traln1ng pr1nc1p es.

If the unit is to have a re~listic program, th~ commander (training manager) must
~nderstand three basic elements: Stated as questlons, these elements would be:
(1) Where am I going?

(2) Where am I now?

(3) How do I get from where I am now to whet'e I am going?

The first question addresses,those priori~y training goals that, wh~n attained, will
best facilitate mission read1ness/accom~11shmen~ .. The second quest10n addresses the
current level of individual and collect1ve prof1c1ency. Stated another way, it could
be what can your soldiers ~o now com~ared to what you wan~ them to be able to do'as a
result of training. The f1nal quest10n asks for a deduct10n of what and how much
training is required to. close the gap between the current status and the desired
status (mission accompl1shment)

. The following pages, and Train~ng Units,9 thro~g~ 12, of this workshop, suggest a
logical mental process to ~Ollowh1n seleclt1ng dtr~ln1n~ gOahlS, planning for the
conduct of training to ach1eve t ose goa s, an 1nSur1ng t at the training is
properly supported.

2. LIST AND ANALYZE MISSIONS:

. Start by listing and ana~yzing all the miss~o~s of ~our ~ni~ to include combat,
combat support, combat serV1ce support ~nd adm1n1stratlve m1sslons. Your mission list
will come from many source~, some of Wh1Ch are your ARTEP, TOE, operational and
contingency mission dir~ct7ves from higherhe~dqua:ters. Never regard your' list as
complete, for as your m1SS1ons change, your llSt wlll change, and your training programmay change accordingly.

Your most important mission are your combat missions, so start with those. Your
~rimary source documen~s ~or i~enti~ying and analyzing these missions are the ARTEP,
TOE, and contingen~y.mlss1on d1rect1ves. Most of these document~ spell out your mis-
sionsin very expl1c1t terms~ b~t some may make s~a~ements that 1mply other missions.
You shoulu list all of the m1ss1ons, whether expl1c1t or implied.

You may next want to list your c~mb~t Support and combat service support missions.
There is a fine line bet~ee~ some m1~sl~ns a~ to whether they are combat support or
combat service support m1SS1ons. Th1S 1S un1mp~rtant. The important thing is to list
all the missions, .rega:d~ess.of what name you llSt ~h~m under. You will find some
support missions ldent1f1ed 1n the ARTEP on the t:aln1ng an~ evaluation outline(s)
T&EO for your headquar~ers/support,company ~r equlvalent unlts. Some ARTEPs outline
these missions in detall; others,llst t~em ln broad,terms only. Those that are listed
in broad terms must be a~alyz~d.ln ~etall to determlne whether they contain implied
missions. ~1issions not 1dentlfled ln the ARTEP must be analyzed to identify supportmissions.

Administrative missions must also be listed. Thes~ can be listed in two categories;
~.g., those that.re9u~re training. and th~se that requlre no training. It is important
to identify the 1nd1v1dual an~ un1t requ1:eme~ts ~ecessary to accomplish these non-
training missions s~ tha~ t~elr resource 7mpllca~1~ns can later be determined. Exam-
ples of administratlve mlSS10ns that requlre tralnlng are parades and guard duty .

. Once youhave.a mi~sion list, you.ma~ ~ant to.begin an initial planning calendar.
St~rt by indicat1ng tlme f::ames of slgnlflCan~ events: individual and crew weapons
qualification, SQT evaluatlons, ARTEP evaluatlons, CPX and FTXs, etc. What readily.
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becomes apparent is there are logical places to train some of the missions from your
listing. However, the time available during that period may influence your
establishment and prioritizing of training goals.

3. ESTIMATE CURRENT STATUS OF TRAINING:

. You now have your missions listed and have begun prioritizing them by comparing the
list with your initial planning calendar. With this you have answered the question,
"Where am I going?" Before you can decide how much training is required for each
mission, you must determine your unit's current level of individual and unit proficien-
cy. This will answer the second question, "Where am I now?" To do this, a variety of
data sources and techniques can be employed.

A review of recent training will provide information on what subject areas your
soldiers have received recent training. Your own personal knowledge of the unit and
conversations/conferences with other staff memb~rs and unit commanders will provide
additional information. The unit commanders will probably be your primary source
for determining status of training. If a company commander has been there for any
length of time, he probably has a good feel for "where his people are." Recent ARTEP
and SQT results are another excellent source.

When you lack confidence in the information you have (outdated, etc.), an excellent
~ethod to determine where you are is to conduct diagnostic testing. A complete
lnformal ARTEP evaluation is probably the best means; however, resources seldom allow
this choice. A more limited random sampling using the ARTEP T&EOs would be another
choice. Random selective testing of individuals using the appropriate tasks of their
Soldier's Manuals gives a positive indication of individual proficiency.

If you desire more detailed information than provided in the ARTEP, and for tasks
not specified in the ARTEP, you can devise your own diagnostic test. Land navigation
is a good example. If you are not sure how well your soldiers can read a map and
compass and navigate cross-country, you can set up a map and compass course and test-
them. Prescribe specific standards of performance and compare the results of
Performance with your standards. If all your soldiers meet your standards, then you
Obviously do not need map and compass training. On the other hand, the percentage of
Soldiers not meeting your standards will provide excellent guidance on how much
training is required in this area.

Several data sources exist that will assist you in determining your current level
of proficiency in non-tactical areas. An examination of your most recent AGI report,
maintenance inspection report, staff visit reports, MOS/SQT results and other
similar documents may reveal recurring deficiencies in such areas as maintenance,
SUpply records and procedures, and other administrative areas. Many non-tactical
missions lend themselves well to diagnostic testing.

With this information in hand, you are prepared to determine the training needed
by your unit to bring it to the level of proficiency required for mission
accomplishment.

4. DETERMINE TRAINING NEEDED:
Determination of individual and unit training needed is accomplished by comparison

Of your established training goals for each missi~n. (Where am I going?) with the
reSUlts of your estimate of curren~ level of proflc~ency (Wh~re a~ I now?). Your
determination of training needed wlll answer the thlrd questlon, How do I get fr?m
Where I am now to where I am going?"
. By comparing the results of your diag~ostic testing, data analy~i~, pers~nal
knOWledge and other means used to determlne curren~ level~ ~f proflclency wlth the
gOals established for each mission, you can determlne tralnlng needed. For those
missions in which training goals were not met by.a reasonable percentage/sta~d~rd
(established by the commander), training is requlred. Con~ersel~, those tral~lng
gOals met or exceeded do not need training. However, conslderatlon must be glven to
SUstaining training at the current level of proficiency.
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By following this sort of a process, you will have identified the specified
. d 11 t've training needs of the unit.individual an co ec 1

5. TASKS FOR TRAINING:

Your comparison of where the un~t,is with your e~tablished train~ng goals will lead
to your first formulation of a tralnlng,pl~n. It wlll,h~lp you declde what objectives

ou propose to master on th~ way to achlevlng your tralnlng goals. The company
y nders may have strong ldeas about where they are and where they want to go.
~~~~g their goal into consideration, ~o~ can develop an outline plan in graphic format
built around missions approved for tralnlng, and expressed as tasks for training.

. To convert a mission into a task for training, you need only refine your mission
statement.

Training goals/tasks must be analyzed to determine whether additional tasks/sub-tasks
~re implied. For example, f~ra, platoon ~o,5ucce~sfullY,acco~Plish a movement to
contact/meeting engagement m1ss10n, ~roflclency lS requlred ln land navigation, ~ovement
techniques, commo procedures, selectlon of covered ~nd concealed routes, proper employ-

t of individual and crew-served weapons, and actlons on contact. These are all
~:~kS that lead to the final objective; that of mission accomplishment.

Most of the tasks required are already listed for missions contained in the ARTEP.
Individual tasks are identified in the Soldier's Manual. For these, you need only
make a note of which ones, or which groups you have selected for training.

6. ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

You should now write performance objectives for your tasks for training. You should
describe each task, the conditions under which it will be conducted, and the standards
of performance which must be met. In t~e,ARTEP an~ Sol~ier's Manual most of this
analysis has already been d~ne: In addltl0n, ~orklng wlth these documents will provide
you with a basis for esta~l~shlng support ~equlrem~nts. The ARTEP lists support

equirements for each tra1nlng and evaluatl0n outllne. For the mission/tasks not
~isted in the ARTEP or Soldier's Manual, you must write your own performance objectives.

. By writing performance objectives fo~ ~issions/tasks ~ot in the ARTEP or Soldier's
Manual, you will, in effect, have,a ;ra1nlng and evalua~l~n outline for each task to be
trained. Like the ARTEP and Soldler Manual, your tralnlng and evaluation outline
should consider and list support requ~r~ments. One of.the advantages of this will
be that your trainers can use the tralnlng and evaluatlon outline as a lesson plan .

. Specific guidance on writing performance objectives is contained in TC 21-5-7,Appendix A.
'.

7. TRAINING FORECAST:

. Once you have establis~ed p~rforma~ce obje~tives for your tasks for training, you
can reconcile ~ourta7k l~s~ wlth aval~able tlffie,~a~ges, maneuver areas, other
support, and wlth avall~bll~ty of so~dlers for tralnlng. Your basic worksheet for
this stage in the pl~nnlng lS a worklng or ~raft forecast. This is just a large scale
planning calendar WhlCh enables you to examlne and match your tasks for training,time, and other resources.

At this time, higher headq~arter7 could ~ndicate to you what facilities and support
you can expect t~ have at varlo~s t:mes durlng the planning period. You must fit whatyou want to do wlth what the unlt wlll be able to do .

• At this point, you Will,bde r~ff~ndinglalndcomp~et~ng the initial planning calendar
you started with when you 1 entl le a yo~r.mlssl0ns. In the priority prescribed
by your comman~er, enter your task~ for tralnlng on the initial planning calendarwhere logic, tlffie,and resources dlctate.

Once your initial planning calendar h~s been, finalized and approved by the commander,
it becomes your training forecast. It wlll be ln draft form and easily updated.
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8. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS:

You should compile a consolidated support list. These can be determined by
toaling the support requirements from the training and evaluation outlines in use for
each day.

These support lists will be a useful tool in flagging extraordinary events, parti-
CUlarly those for which you have to seek help from outside agencies, such as TASO,
ammunitiQn supply points, engineer, etc. These requirements should be submitted to
the agency concerned in sufficient time to insure their availability.
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TRAINI~G UNIT 9

ANALYZE

.!E.TRODUCTION

1he first phase in the Training in Units model is ANA~YZE. That is what you will do in
~raining Unit 9. Be sure to keep you work in this training unit to assist your work
ln Training Unit 10, 11, and 12.
In this training unit, you will analyze all your mission and capabilities to develop
Your planning calendar and ~'ou will establish "Tasks for Training," which will become
a,part of your Short Range Plan. You will also ~tart to develop a Working File which
wlll contribute to your Long Range Plan. The Training ~lission List, Estimate of Status,
and Resource Requirements will all be a part of your "\'lorkingFile."
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 9-1

IDENTIFY BROAD MISSIONS AND CAPABILITIES

Using your unit riTOE ~r MTDA, applicable ARTEP, higher headquarters

directives and regulations and TC 21-5-7; list all the missions or

capabilities required to accomplish stated and im?lied missions for

your unit. Include stated operational, tactical, contingency,

administrative, and implied missions.

CRITERION TEST: Given the resources applicabl~ to your unit,

(1) Identify and list all stated missions applicable to your unit.

(2) From the list made in (1) above, list all the imp+ied missions

you can identify.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

TOE/MTOE,TDA/MTDA

ARTEP
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C!UTEHION TEST

9-1

IDENTIFY nROAD MISSlm~s MiD CAPABILITIES

Usinu the resources JP!)lic~hle to your unit as discussed in this module:

(1) Identify ,1ncl list the broCld missions 'llld capabilities required of your unit.

(2) From this List, identify and list Ll} 1 additional iT!1Dlied missions applicable
to your un i t.

(3) List the rlissions by cateljory and annotate whether it is stated or implied.
I\lso list the resources used.

S=Stdted
Ill' ml) 1('(._-~------

{c.'SOll rcC's S I Hiss ion-Identified
-Remarks etc,

--

-----.-.--.

--

...-
.

--

---
-----

"-_._._- ~---_._._-----. ------I -_ .•

I
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9-1 CRITERION TEST SHEET 2

S=Stated
I=Implied---
Resources S I Mission Identified -Remarks, etc.

,,,.

I

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

I

- !
I

- I
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S=Stated Mission
I=Implied Mission

EVALUATIO~ SHEET

9-1

IDENTIFY BROAD MISSIONS AND CAPABILITIES

"EXAMPLES"

Resources

MTOE 6-series

S

S

s
S

S

I Mission Identified

Provide Direct Fire Support

Provide Reinforcing Fire Support

Provide General Fire Support

Provide General Support-Reinforcing
Fire Support

-Remarks, et:c.

Tactical

Tactical

Tactical

Tactical

-

ARTEP

ARTEP

Higher Hqs
Directives

S

I

I

I

I

I

Dedicated Battery Fire Support

Maintain Material & Equipment (Tng)

Perform Tactical Operations

Operate in a Hostile EW Environment

Conduct Civil Dist~rbance Control Opns

Conduct Civil Community Relations
(no tng)

Operational

Admin

Tactical

Operational

Contingency

Admin

MTOE S
7-77 H
series

MTOE S
5/45H

Provide tactical air movement of combat
troops, supplies and equipment within
the combat zone

To increase the combat effectiveness
of the armored, infantry or mechanized
division by means of engineer combat
support and to carry out an infantry
combat missionj when required.

Tactical

Tactical

MTOE
8-37H

MTOE
ll-35U

S

S

Provide division--level and unit--level Tactical
medical support, as required, on an
area basis to divisional units operatingin the brigade area.

Install,. operate, and maintain a division Tactical
communications system for support of
division--Ievel functions, including
command, control, intelligence,
firepower and combat service sUPPort.
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OBJECTIVE:

HODULE 9-2

IDENTIFY SPECIFIC MISSIONS/TASKS

using the ARTEP applicable to your unit, identify dnd list the training

missions or training tasks necessary to accomplish one of your unit

tactical missions identified in Module 9-1.

CRITERION TEST: List on the sheet provided, unit training missions or training tasks

necessary to accomplish one of your unit tactical missions ide~tified

in Module 9-1.

RESOURCES:

NOTE:

ARTEP

TC 21-5-7

REPEAT T!IIS PROCESS FOR ALL OF YOUR TRAINING ilISSIONS.
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CRITERION TEST

9-2

IDENTIFY SPECIFIC MISSIONS/TASKS

Usincr your unit ARTEP, list the unit training missions or training tasks. . necessary toaccomplish one of your unit tactical rnlSSlons identified in ~odule 9-1.

'.

-----------------------
--------~--------------

------------------------

~-----------------------
----------------------------
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EVALUATION SHEET

9-2

IDENTIFY SPECIFIC MISSIONS/TASKS

NOTE: If you know what ARTEP level your unit must attain, you need only complete
the tasks for that ARTEP level.

Each ARTEP will list the tasks for each missio~ on the training/evaluation outline
(T&EO). This Evaluation Sheet example is based on ARTEP 6-165, General Support Cannon
FA Units.

FIELD ARTILLERY BATTERY DELIVERY OF FIRE

"EXAMPLE"

1,2,3*

1,2,3

1,2*

1*,2

155,8"
1*,2*
3*

155
1,2,3

155,8"

155

TASK

(1) CONDUCT a
low angle preci-
sion registration
(quick and time)

(2) CONDUCT a
high burst regis-
tration observed
by two surveyed
OP's or a radar
(l75mm, MPI)

(3) CONDUCT a
registration
from an offset
position

(4) CONDUCT a
registration
to the rear.

(5) CONDUCT an
ICM Mission.

(6) CONDUCT a
h'P mission.

(7) CONDUCT an
adjust fire,
high angle
mission

(8) DELIVER
Final Pro-
tective Fires.

LEVEL

1*,2

2*,3*

1*

1

1*,2,3

155
3*

155
1*,2

TASK

(9) CONDUCT
battery portion
of battalion
preparation (5
targets in 8
min)

(10) CONDUCT
FFE Mission
within transfer
limits (Fuze
Quick) .

(11) CONDUCT a
FFE mission on
a target out-
side transfer
limits (Fuze
Time) (175mm
FZ VT).

(12) CONDUCT a
FFE mission on
an irregularly
shaped target.

(13) TALK an
untrained
observer through
an adjust fire
mission.

(14) CONDUCT
ilIum mission.

(15) CONDUCT a
fire mission
(HE) under
illumination.
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LEVEL

155
1,2

155
1

155
1

155
2

155
1

1*

1,2

1,2

TASK

(16) CONDUCT an
immediate smoke
mission.

(17) CONDUCT a
quick smoke
mission.

(18) DELIVER
immediate
suppressive fire

(19) DELIVER
immedaite
suppression of
a planned target.

(20) BELIVER
immediate
suppressive fires.

(21) CONDUCT a
FFE mission on
an irregularly
shaped target.

(22) CONDUCT
adjust fire
mission, VT in
effect, aerial
.observer.

(23) CONDUCT an
adjust fire
mission moving
observer.

-



9-2 EVALUATION SHEET (CaNT)

~LEE_'vV~E1L---TifAlisSK~= =--=-= ---------------------------.-------------
155,8"

1,2

1,2

8"
1* 2

8"

155
8"
1*2

(24) CONDUCT
destruction
missile.

(25) CONDUCT
an emergency
fire mission
(Hip-shoot)

(26) CONDUCT a
radar adjust
fire mission.

(27) CONDUCT
a high burst
registration
shell (lIES).

(28) CONDUCT
position correc-
tions based on
registration
conducted with
shell (HES).

(29) CONDUCT
a nuclear
fire mission.
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HODULE 9-3

PROGRM-1 SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

OBJECTIVE: Using the material developed in previous modules of training unit,

identify and write on the planning calendar, those significant events

that will consume training time. The initial items tbat will be

placed on the planning calendar at this time will probably be

directed or mandatory training, plus training tasks identified .that

you know your unit will requi:rr:eduring the training year.

CRITERION TEST: Using the blank planning calendar (CRITERION TEST 9-3) provided, write

in the initial significant events you know are planned or should be

planned for training at this time.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

PLANNING CALENDAR

(A worksheet for preparing the Forecast)

It is a good idea to construct the calendar so that a portion of it looks back to the
Previous training quarter. This will give the training manager a feel for what the
Unit has accomplished, or has not accomplished. Dates and times, every activity or
eVent that has been scheduled by higher headquarters are entered. This would include
annual weapons qualification/familiarization, externalARTEP evaluation dates, etc. In
Some cases, exact dates may not be known. The important thing is to enter the dates or
estimated dates of activities and events that will impact on training time. As
estimated dates become firm, the calendar is updated.
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MODULE 9-4

ESTIMATE CURRENT STATUS

OBJECTIVE: Identify at least three ways to determine the present training status

of the unit and list the contributing Sources that contain information
on the status of training.

CRITERION TEST: (1) Identify in writing at least three ways to determine the status
of training.

(2) List the sources that will contain information on the status
of training for your unit.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7, pages 67-69
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CRITE~ION TEST

9-4

ESTIMATE CURRENT STATUS

(1) Using pages 67 through 69 of TC 21-5-7, write in your own words at least three
Ways to determine the present status of training.

-
-----------_._--------------------------------------
--------------------_._-----------------------------

(2). List the sources that will contain information on the status of training for your
Unit.

--------------_._------------------------------------

-------------------_._-------------------------------

........-..._-----------------------------~---------'-----------

-----------'--------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------..,...----
----_.
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a.

EVALUATION SHEET

9-4

ESTIMATE CURRENT STATUS

1. There are four primary ways to determine the current levels of training:
Analyzing unit evaluation records and reports.

b.

c.
Conduct diagnostic evaluation (including sampling and pretesting) .

Subjective evaluation previous experience, and commander's estimates.

d. Feedback and recommendations from trainers, company commanders, platoonleaders, section chiefs, squad leaders.

2. Your list of sources should include most of the answers below.
Input from company commanders and trainers.
Soldier's Manual/Job Book.

AGI reports.

Staff visit reports.

SQT results.

SQT Profile Summary Sheets.

Maintenance inspection reports (COMET/COLET).
External ARTEP evaluation reports.

Individual and crew weapons qU~lification scores.
Driver qualification Scores.

Unit Readiness Reports.

CPX/FTX After Action Reports.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 9-5

TASKS FOR TRAINING

Using: (1) "Tasks for Training" identified in Module 9-2 (Where am I

going?); (2) the results of your "Estimate of Status of Training" in

Module 9-4 (Where am I Now?); and (3) and the initial development of

the "Planning Calendar" from Module 9-3, you will now be able to

develop answers for the third question, "How do I get from where I am

now to where I am going?". By identifying your resources needed for

the conduct of training of those remaining tasks, use the resources

to determine which "tasks for training" can be accomplished now

(short-range plan) and those which can be accomplished in the future
(long-range plan).

~R!TERION TEST: Using the data you developed in Module 9-1 through 9-4, apply your

available resources.

(1) Identify each task for training and list them in one of two

categories.

Category one Short Range Plan

Category two Long Range Plan

(2) Prioritize your tasks in each category and make any required

changes.

(3) List your required resources, internal and external.

(4) List your training tasks from the short range plan on the

planning calendar.

(5) List your training tasks from the long range plan on a

separate sheet of paper for use in the working file.
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CRITERION TEST

9-5

TASKS FOR TRAINING-

using the data you developed in Modules 9-1 through 9-4, you must address your
available resources.

(1) Identify each task for training and list them in one of two categories:

Category one -- Short Range Plan.

-----------------:--------------------------------------_.-

------::._-~-----------------------------

Category two -- Long Range Pl?n

--------------------------------.;,.---------------------
--------------------------_._------------------------
---------------------------------------------~-----
-------------------"'-------------------------------
---------------------------------"'-----------------------
-----_._---------------------------:---------------------
-----------------------,..-----:--:-------------..;...,:.------------

._-----~:---------------------------------------
------------------;--------------_._-----------
----------------;;---------------------~------
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CRITERION TEST 9-5 (CONT)
(2) Prioritize your tasks in each category and make any required changes.

-----------------------------------------------

-_._---------------------------------------------

~_._----------------.,.----------------------------

(3) List your required resources--both internal and external.

------'-------_._------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------.,-------
---._----------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------

_._----------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------:------------

-------------------------------------------.,.-------
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CRITERION TEST 9-5 (CaNT)

(4) List your training tasks from the short range plan on the planning calendar.

(5) List your training tasks from the long range plan on a separate sheet of paper
for use in the working file.
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EVALUATION SHEET

9- )

TASKS FOR TRAINING

~SKS FOR TRAINING (SHORT RANGE/LONG RANGE)

Later, in Training Unit 10, you will develop p~rformance objectives for the identified
tasks. Once you have established performance objectives for your tasks for training,
You can reconcile your task list with available time, ranges, maneuver areas, other
Support, and with availability of soldiers for training. Your basic worksheet for
this stage in the planning is a large scale planning calendar which enables you to
examine and match your tasks for training, time and other resources. The short range
Plan should be the first three months (this varies) and the long range plan will be
the remainder of the year.

At this time, higher headquarters should be asked to indicate to you what facilities
and support you can expect to have at various times during the planning period. You
mUst fit what you want to do with what the unit will be able to do.

PRIORITIZE TASKS--------
At this point, you will be refining and completing the initial planning calendar you'
started when you had identified all your missions. In the priority prescribed by
You, the commander, enter your tasks for training on the initial planning calendar
where logic, time, and resources dictate.

NOTE: Once your initial planning calendar has been finalized and approved by the
commander, it becomes your forecast. It will be in draft form and easily up-
dated.

~PPORT REQUIREMENTS

You should compile at this time consolidated support lists. These can be de~ermined
by totaling the support requirements from the training and evaluation outlines in use
for each day. These support lists will be a useful tool in flagging extraordinary
eVents, particularly those for which you have to seek help from outside agencies such
as TASO ammunition supply point, engineer, etc. These requirements should be submit-
t~d to ~he agency concerned in sufficient time to ensure their availability.
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TRAINING UNIT 10

PROVIDE

INTRODUCTION

Now that you have an understanding of the ANALYZE phase, you will begin work in the
PROVIDE phase. You will need the Tasks for Training you developed in Training Unit 9.

In Training u~it 10, you will provi~e the r~sources: Training Objectives, Forecast,
Unit Schedule, Training and ~v~luatlon OU~llnes ~T&EO), an~ guidance in the form of
Battalion Guidelines ~or tralnlng. You wl11 be l~volved wlth the Working File through
development of a Worklng Forecast and your Consolldated Support List.

At this time, you s~ould be remin~ed that all the document~ up to this point have
been informal, pencl1-draft, worklng f~rms, not ~o be publlshed. Through the process
of providing Unit Schedules to y~ur unlts, ~ou wl11 probably publish the Unit Schedule
and T&EO's. Some commande:s.deslre to publlSh commander's guidance in the form, of
written Guidelines for Tralnlng.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 10-1

PREPARE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Having read FM 21-6, pages 11-12, 58-59, and TC 21-5-7, pages 75

through 102, and having reviewed the introductory article to

Training Unit 9, write a training objective for one of the
tasks for training identified in Module 9-2.

CRITERIO!~ TEST: On the sheet provided, write a training objective for one of the

operational tasks for training identified in Module 9-2.

RESOURCES:

The above process should be repeated for all tactical, operatio~al

and. administrative missions that are not already developed in your
ARTEP and SoldieL's Manuals.

The Soldier's Manual and the ARTEP applicable to your unit will

alr~ady have the Task, Condition, and Standard developed for a

majority of the Tactical Missions for your unit. The Soldier's

Manual tasks provide some of the ITO's for ARTEP Missions. You

simply analyze and utilize those Soldier's Manual Tasks critical
to the performance of the ARTEP Mission.

FM 21-6, pages 11-12 and 58-59.
TC 21-5-7.

Working Papers from Module 9-2.
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CRITERION TEST

10-1

PREPARE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Write a training objective for one of the operational tasks for training identified
in Module 9-2.

-------------------------------------------------

_._-----------------------------------------------

------_._-------_._----------------------------------

----------_._-~~-----------------------------------------
~: The above process should be repeated for all tactical, operational, and

administrative missions that are not already developed in your ARTEP and
Soldier's Manuals.
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EVALUATION SHEET

10-1

PREPARE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

EXAMPLE OF AN ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE:

Task: Perform unit level supply operations.

Condition: Under normal operation conditions.

Standards:

NOTE:

Prepare and maintain unit ~upply records; requis~tion and receive supplies
and property; secure supplies and property; provide for processing of unit
laundry; receive, issue, and turn in supplies; process expendable supplies;
practice supply economy; all to the satisfaction of the company commander.

Commanders must recognize and perform your responsibilities in the provision
of good training objectives. Your subordinates need the information in
order to develop their intermediate training objectives (ITO's) .. An
example of the process from mission to ITO follows:

PROVIDE INDIRECT FIRE SUPPORT ")

TASKS FOR!TRAINING

eMISSION

P

C
f
m
t

[---- I -----~---l
onduct an adjust Conduct a Deliberate React to Chemicalire, high angle displacement by road or Biologicalission (condi- during daylight Attack:ions & standards (conditions & stan- (conditions & stan-in ARTEP 6-'165, dards in ARTEP 6-176, dards in ARTEP3-52) P3-43) 6-165, P3-49)

ITO's
..- TASK CONDITION STANDARDRecognition of During Daylight vvithin 10 secondsChemical or Hours after hearing theBiological Alarms

alarm, identify
whether the alarmis for a biological
or chemical attack.

~TASK CONDITION STANDARDDon a Protective Soldier's Manual SOldier's ManualMask FM 6-l3B 1/2 FM 6-l3B 1/2page 3-15 page 3-15 -
I TASK CONDITION STANDARDConduct a FIRE AR'l'EP"6-165 ARTEP 6-165MISSION while Page 3-49 Page 3-49masked
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MODULE 10-2

IDENTIFY RESOURCES

OBJECTIVE: Using the training objective you developed in Module 10-1, list the

resources required to conduct this training .

. CRITERION TEST: On the sheet provided, list the resources required to support the

training for the training objective you developed ip Module 10-1.

RESOURCES: TC 21-5-7

Evaluation Sheet-Module 9-5
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CRITERION TEST

10-2

IDENTIFY RESOURCES

In the space below, list the resources required to supporc the training for the
training objective you developed in Module 10-1.

•

-----'--------------------------------'-------------
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EVALUATION SHEET

10-2

IDENTIFY RESOURCES

Your solution to this module will vary, depending on the task for training you developed
in the previous module. You should have considered the following examples of human and
physical resources:

Maneuver area/training area.

Training and Audio-Visual Support Center

Ammunition

Audio~Visuals and Training Aids

Service Schools Training Literature/Resident & Correspondence Courses

Resources that must be requested from higher headquarters or outside agencies must be
identified. At this time, higher headquarters should indicate to you what facilities
and support you can expect to have at various times during the planning period. You
must fit what you want to do with what the unit will be able to do.
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MODULE 10-3

FORECAST/UNIT SCHEDULE

OBJECTIVE: Develop a forecast using as the base, the initial planning calendar

from Module 9-3. Next, develop a brief unit training schedule.

CRITERION TEST: (A Two-Part Test)

RESOURCES:

Part One:

Part Two:

TC 21-5-7

Module 9-3

Using the sheet provided plus the initial planning

calendar from Module 9-3, develop a forecast for
his unit.

Sketch a unit schedule reflecting the training to be
conducted during one week.
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CRITERION TEST

10-3

FORECAST/UNIT SCHEDULE

This is a two part criterion test.

One: Using the initial planning calendar fi-om Module 9-3, develop a forecast
for your unit.

-----------'---------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------
-,---------,--------------------------------------~

-------------------------------------------,..-----------

_._---------------------------------------------
--------'-----------------------------------------.,..--
-------_._------------------------------------------

--._----------------------------------------------

--._-----------------------'-------------------------
_._-----------------------------'-------------------
----------------------------------------------,--------
----------------'-------------------'-------------------
-------------------------------------:-----------------
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CRITERION TEST 10-3 (Cont)

Part Two: Sketch a unit schedule reflecting the training to be conducted during oneweek.
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EVALUATION SHEET

10-3

FORECAST/UNIT SCHEDULE

1. Forecast: The forecast is that part of the planning calendar (usually a three-
month period) that has been approved by the commander.

2. Unit Schedule: The purpose of the unit schedule is to link training subjects
,with required resources (personnel, maneuver space, ranges, etc.).
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EVALUATION SHEET 10-3 (cant)

UNIT TRAINING SCHEDULE COMPANY A
INCLUSIVE DATES

TO

J

DAY LEADERS/
SUB-UNIT MISSION/TASKS LOCATION TRAINER NOTES/REFERENCES i

LEADERS TRAIN TRAINERS FOR RIFLE XO OFFICE XO BEGIN 0800 -MON RANGE
XO, PLT SGTS

AM . ---_._--,._-._- ~-. --. --_ ...

lz\LL(-) PREPARE FOR FIELD CO AREA SQD LOR BN SOP
MOVEMENT

ALL (-) Individual Training CO AREA SQD LOR EACH SQUAD LEADER
<: SELECTS THE SEE-.

CIFIC TASKS TO BE
'-------.-. ,-. ... TRATNF.n.

LEAB-E-RS
.- .._--. --.---- -"-- ._- ~._----MON ALL TAC ROAD MARCH EN ROUTE ISG SP-1300, RP X14

631432
PM SEE STRIP MAP-

ALL(-) PREPARE FOR PLATOON XA 631432 SQD LOR BN SOP
HASTY ATTACK SEE ARTEP 71-2,

pages 20-24
MORTAR PLT OCCUpy PRIMARY POSITION XA 634435 PLT LOR ARTEP 71-2, APP 10

----""-_._--- ..--_.- -_.- ~--_._._._,--_._ .. ._-

LEADERS

TUES CO, XO, PL TEWT, PLT HASTY ATTACK XA 695137 CO ARTEP 71-2
MORTAR PLT SET UP M-31 RANGE, AREA 4 PLT SGT ARTEP 71-2, tasks

REGISTRATION, SHEAF ADJ. , (8-42 BCEF), pages
AREA TARGET, SHIFT FIRES 8-42

ALL(-) PREPARE FOR PLATOON SQD LOR SEE ARTEP 71-2,
HASTY ATTACK PAGES 70-74

ATTACK CO--- .,._._-WED ALL PLTHASTY AREA M ARTEP 71-2, APP 8.
1ST PLT 0600-0900
20 PLT 1000-1300
3d PLT 14.00-1700

ALL(-) MAINTENANCE XA631432 SQD LOR BN SOP
.~.-._.---_ ..

THUR --
ALL M16 RIFLE' RANGE RANGE -17 XO CONCURRENT STATIm

TEC, WPNS CLRNG,
FIRING POSITIONS,
(TRAINERS-
SQD LEADERS)

LEADERS

[FRI
PLT LEADERS SANDTABLE EXER (ARTEP MIS) DAYROOM CO CO ARTEP 71-2

. ---------_._----
ALL(-) SQD RECON PATROL AREA S SQD LOR ARTEP 71-2, APP 7I

i PLAT iOPPOSING FORCE AREA S SQD LOR ARTEP 71-2, APP 7MORTAR
i I
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OBJECTIVE:

NOTE 1:

NOTE 2:

NOTE 3:

CRITERION TEST:

.RESOU RCES :

MODULE 10-4

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE (T&EO)

Design one training and evaluation outline applicable to one block

of training extracted from the unit schedule you developed in

Module 10-3 that has not already been developed in your ARTEP
or Soldier's Manual.

Look over resources listed below before starting to work on the
criterion test.

Objectives must include a ~, CONDITION, and STANDARD.

If you need assistance in developing ~, CONDITION, and STANDARD,
refer to FM 21-6, Chapter 3.

Using the test sheet provided, and the unit schedule you developed in

Module 10-3, extract one block of scheduled training. Then, using

this block of training, design a training and evaluation outline
to be conducted for that block of training.
Unit ARTEP

Module 10-3
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CRITERION TEST

10-4

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE (T&EO)

USing the unit schedule you developed in Module 10-3, extract one block of scheduled
training. Using this block of training and the ARTEP appropriate to your unit,
design a Training and Evaluation Outline to be copducted for that block of training.
Use the reverse side of this test for your final draft. You may wish to make
Planning notes on this side of the Criterion Test.

(Planning Notes)
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EVALUATION SHEET

10-4

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE (T&EO)

Although the Soldier's Manual and ARTEP have ITO's and T&EO's respectively, there are
many tasks for training for which T&EO's must be developed. The following T&EO isprovided as an example:

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE

UNIT: LEADERS (TEAM LEADERS THRU PLATOON LEADERS)

MISSION:, LEADERS REACTION COURSE

General Conditions.a.
The following general conditions and primary training/evaluation standards apply:

(1) Five to eight man teams are established.

(2) Each individual must be assigned a minimum of one problem/situation for whichhe will be in command and direct the efforts cf the team.

b. Primary Traini~g/Evaluation Standards. To receive a satisfactory rating, the leade!must:

UNSATSATOverall Proficiency:

(1) Successfully solve his assigned problem/situation.

(2) Sa.tisfactorily perform his team member role on all problems/situationsassigned to other leaders.

c. Training/Evaluation Results: Check SAT Or UNSAT on the following page of this T&E
to indicate each individual's proficiency On the situation/problem he is assigned.
Trainers/evaluators will record detailed observations of deficiencies which need
training emphasis on an attached sheet of paper. This T&E and attached sheets should
be provided to each leader as a basis for future training. The overall proficiency
rating for this mission is determined from the performance of the individual on each
task, the primary training and evaluation standards, and from the evaluator/trainer
subjective jUdgment as to whether or not the leader would have been successful on
the modern battlefield had he performed as he did in this exercise. Circle one of
the following to indicate the overall. combat proficiency of the leader on this mission:

NOTE TO EVALUATOR: You will need to reproduce this T&EO to allow each participant
to receive a copy of his performance.
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10-4 EVALUATIO~ SHEET (CONT)
SUGGESTED SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

LEADERS (TEAM LEADERS THRU PLATOON LEADERS): LEADERS REACTION COURSE

1. Administra.!-~on:

a. The problem confronting the leader
must be developed for each situation
(station) .

b. The designated leader for each
situation must develop a plan (mental)
plan and brief his men.

2. Minimum Evaluator: 1 CPT.

4. Support Troops: None.

5. Vehicle/Communication: Transportation
to the trainlng site.

6. Maneuver Area: Leader Reaction
Course, normally 50 square yards.

7. Firing Area: None.

8. Training Aids,Devices and Special
Equipment: Boards, logs, rope, etc.,
must be provided as necessary, to accom-
plish the problem.

9. Ammunition: None.

10. Key References: ST 22-100-188-1
(USAIS) TRAIN TO LEAD, ST 7-189
(USAIS) LEADERS REACTION COURSE.

11. Tips for Evaluators/Trainers:

a. rf an established Leaders Reaction
Course is available, the problem situations
and solutions will already be developed.
If a Leaders Reaction Course is not
readily available, a field expedient
course can be designed and developed by
following the situation descriptions in
ST 7-189 LEADERS REACTION COURSE from
USAIS.

b. Individuals should be assigned in
five to eight man groups and the
designated leader should be changed for
each new situation/problem.
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TRAINING UNIT 11

CONDUCT

INTRODUCTION

Throughout Training Unit 9, you analyzed your units' and soldiers' proficiency to
accomplish the selected training tasks. If you determined training was required,
you scheduled the resources in Training Unit 10 to be provided for that training.
In Training Unit 11, your job is to insure that performance-oriented training actually
is accomplished. Can your trainers train?

CONDUCT OF TRAINING PAPER
i,

Trainers must know how to do their job. The major contribution of the training
manager to the actual conduct of training, aside from preparing the Forecast, Unit
Schedule, and Training and Evaluation Outline, is preparation of the trainers for
their role. Training management must include careful provision for training managers
to use the techniques of FM 21-6.

A good way for a commander to develop good training is to give definitive guidance
to his trainers while they are preparing for or conducting training. Results are
what count in battle; learning is what counts in training.

The Noncommissioned Officer is the primary trainer of soldiers. The Soldier's
Manual identifies the explicit standard$ the soldier must meet. The NCO must stress
those standards, and insure they are met. This will give the soldier the training he
needs.

Your trainers should be encouraged to utilize the expertise of the squad/section.
To do this, they must know their men, what skills they possess, what character traits
they have, and if they are capable of working as a peer tutor. It just takes
opportunity, a little confidence, and positive encouragement to start the development
of a trainer. Then you will be able to "train as you fight--with the leaders in
combat as the trainers." That's what you want, the lowest level leader (team leader)
training his team. The next highest leader can supervise, evaluate and assist when
needed. This system is progressive and contagious. Your leaders can and will train
effectively if you require it.

Rate of Learning:

Soldiers do not learn at the same rate. The soldier who finishes his lear~ing
first may not have learned the most, and those who finish last may not have learned
the least.

Learning will change the individual'~ behavior. Through self-paced instruction,
each soldier learns at his own pace.

Training should accommodate different rates of learning.

Each soldier must learn what he needs to know.

Active Practice:

All things being equal, the soldier who practices and studies more will learn more.

Training should be designed to increase the amount of time the soldier will have
to practice or study.
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If the task requires physical skills or procedures; .the soldier should haveadequate hands-on practice with the task.

If the task involves mental skills, the soldier should be given ample
~pportunity to demonstrate his mastery of the task, and be given evaluation andcorrective feedback.

Effectiveness is of prime importance. If training is not effective, it is not
training. Individuals who h~ve ~ower ment~l aptitu?es can becom~ effective _
performers if their instruct10n 1S appropr1ate and 1f they are g1ven time to learn.

. Today's tests should be of the criterion-referenced variety where a student mustmeet an absolute standard rather than a relative standard.

Time:

We must discontinue the practice of specifying training time from higher
headquarters. \ve should instead, identify performance requirements, and train to
those performance requirements rather than to a specific training duration time .(hours, etc.).

Peer Trainers:

Students can learn as well or better from other students (peer-trainer) than they
can from formally assignedinstr~ctors. Also, the peer-trainer learns more about whatis bieng taught, and how to tra1n others.

Meaningful Training Ingredients:

Imaginative

Realistic

Relevant

Integrated

Concurrent

Continu~l

Conduct:

The conduct ot training encompasses:

--The selection of the organization for training and method(s) of instruction that
will facilitate attainment of each specific training (learning) objective.

--The selection and use of training aids and devices that will facilitate learning.

--The actual conduct of the training to include hands-on performance testing wherepossible.
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OBJECTIVE:

MODULE 11-1

CONDUCT OF TRAINING

In working this module, you will identify the functions you must
perform in the conduct of training phase.

CRITERION TEST: Having read the Conduct of Training Paper, determine and identify in

writing the functions you, the commanjer, perform in the conduct
of training.

RESOURCES:

'.

Conduct of Training Paper

TC 21-5-7
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CRITERION TEST

11-1

CONDUCT OF TRAINING

Having read the Conduct of Training Paper, determine and identify in writing the
functions you, the commander, perform in the actual conduct of training.
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EVALUATION SHEET

11-1

CONDUCT OF TP~INING

Primary functions of battalion commander in the actual conduct of training are:

1. Train subordinate leaders in the conduct of performance-oriented training.

2. Require that performance-oriented training philosophy and techniques be appliedto all training.

3. Train the battalion staff.

4. Decentralize the actual conduct of training to the lowest level capable ofconducting the training.

5. Require that identified performance standards be met.
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TRAINING UNIT 12

EVALUATION

IN'I'RODUCTION--------

Training Unit 12, "Evaluate", is an extremely important unit. It is through the
eValuation process that the feedback to your complete training program Occurs. Both
external and internal evaluations give you, the commander, and your trainers, the
data required to program and conduct effective and efficient performance-orientedtraining.

EVALUATION PAPER
The evaluation process is concerned with two issues:

Training Efficiency

Training Effectiveness

Cf.Rx"fNINGEFFICIENCY I

Training efficiency is judged in terms of resource utilization and by the
aCcomplishment of training objectives for which the training is being conducted.
For example: training in requesting and adjusting artillery fires can be conducted
entirely on a firing range with the expenditure of large quantities of ammunition.
Yet, the desired performance or level of proficiency can probably be achieved through
~he Use of an artillery "puffboard." The latter is obviously much more efficient1n terms of resources utilization.

. The use of troops continually attacking an objective, uphill, time after time,
Just to train platoon leaders and company commanders or battalion commanders and
Staffs is not an efficient use of human resources, especially when you consider the
degredation of morale and the negative training that may be taking place at the
troop level. A tactical exercise without troops (TEWTS) or terrain walks with
~ers only would be much more efficient. Battle simulations are an excellent tool
to use-In leader training. The various simulations (games) are designed to train
different levels from company to brigade without wasting the time of the troops.

~NING EFFECTIVENESS I

Training effectiveness is judged in terms of its' contribution to the unit's
tllissionaccomplishment. It is qui te possible to have efficient training wi thout
tlleetingan acceptable level of proficiency/effectiveness. For example, the practices
eStablished for training needed may have been incorrect or the performance or skill
Practice period of time allowed may not have been long enough. You may need to train
Dn smaller pieces of the overall task, i.e., establish intermediate training objec-
tives. Any number of situations or problems may occur in training, and therefore,
~.thorough analysis of the training must be conducted to ascertain the real reason
training was not effective. Whenever training fails to meet standards, it.must,be
rescheduled at a later date if time constraints do not allow immediate correction andretraining to take place ..
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EVALUATION PAPER (Cont)
[EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

The purpose of the trainer's evaluation should be to establish both the effective'
ness and efficiency of his training. This does not mean that the trainer himself
will be the single evaluator of training. On the contrary, all leaders/trainers at
all echelons should monitor and evaluate training of their subordinates at all.times.
An evaluation should be conducted when the squad/section is performing its normaloperations/training.

I EVALUATOR RESPONSIBILITIE~S I

The following are not inclusive, but give direction to fulfill your evaluationresponsibilities.

. Determine the extent of learning progress to ascertain if the level of proficiencY
specified by the particular training objective has been attained.

Determine if training resou-ces are being used efficiently and effectively.

Provide feedback on the learning progress to the soldiers undergoing training.

Provide higher headquarters with information concerning the progress of trainingto include strengths and weaknesses.

. Provide feedback to the individuals conducting training so they can improve theirtraining techniques.

1 MULTI-ECHELON EVALUATION I

By its format, the ARTEP specifies what each type of unit should be able to do at
each level. However, it is not economically feasible to evaluate all small units
on all the small unit tasks. Instead, multi-echelon evaluation may be conducted
using a random sampling technique. Thus, a company is broken down into platoons,
squads, or crews, and evaluated on a random basis. In this way, units train for all
missions but are evaluated on a sample basis, e.g., in a company, one platoon might dO
platoon missions, another ~onduct squad missions, while the third performs crew d
missions.' For combat serVlce support units, the random sampling technique is employe
by the selection of the tasks to be evaluated. There are many options, the results
of which determine the unit's training profile. The profile is then used as
feedback to the commander to allow for specific training to correct weaknesses(leader,~soldier, or collective).

I EVALUATION FEEDBACKl

The evaluation process is not complete until you use the evaluation findings to
correct training deficiencies. The trainer must receive constructive evaluation on
how to better train his peers. This portion of the feedback system must always be
conducted by using the posi~ive approach. It is not enough to tell the trainer WHAT
is wrong; but at the same tlme, he should be told HOW to correct the problem. The
evaluation process must also consider the total training management system.
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OB.mCTIVE:

MODULE 12-1
EVALUATION

Identify the functions you must perform in the evaluation process.

CHI'!'EHION TEST: Ilaving read the eva 1ua tion paper, determine and identi fy in writing

the functions you, the,commander, perform in the evaluation process.

HESOUHCES: Evaluation Pilper

TC 21-5-7

FH 21-6
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CRITERION TEST

12-1

EVALUATION

Having read the Evaluation Paper, determine and identify the functions you, the
commander, perform in the evaluation process.
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EVALUATION SHEET

12-1

EVALUATION

Primary functions of battalion commanders in the evaluation process are:

1. Determine efficiency of training.

2. Determine effectiveness of training.

3. Conduct external evaluations of subordinate units.

4. Conduct internal evaluations ot battalion HQs and staff.

5. Insure feedback process is established and continuous.
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BATTALION COr~lANDER'S TRAINING MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST

1. Analyze.

a. Preparation:

(1) Read Division Training SOP.

(2) Read Brigade and Battalion Training SOP.

(3) Read policy letters pertaining to Training.

(4) Read Commander's Notes.

(5) Read Brigade Long-Range Plan.

(6) Read current Battalion Long-Range Plan.

(7) Read current Battalion Short-Range Plan.

(8) Approve list of sources for training objectives developed by 8-3
(i.e., ARTEP$ Soldier's Manual, MTOE, etc.).

b. Where Am I Going?

(1) Verify the authorized level of autho~ization.

(2) Approve list of operational missions from TO&E.

(3) Approve list of training missions from ARTEP.

(4) Review list of contingency missions from Bde and Division.

(5) Review list of mandatory training requirements.

(6) Approve mission list.

(7) List goals' for Battalion Long-Range Plan.

c. Where Am I Now?

(1) Review external ARTEP evaluation results (several echelons).

(2) Review internal ARTEP evaluation results.

(3) Review CPX results.

(4) Review SQT results.

(5) Review random sampling evaluation results.

(6) Using other available reports, verify list of tasks not
performed to standard.

(7) Chair meeting with Company Commanders and Battalion staff
to obtain their personal observations on status of training.

d. How Do I Get From Where I Am To Where I Want To Be?

(1) Collective:

(a) Approve missions for training (ARTEP, Contingency).

(b) Approve prioritized list of missions for training
(Battalion and Company) .
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(c) Approve list of tasks for troininq.

(d) Approve training objectives.

(e) Review draft lonq and short range plan.

( 2) .!-~0..~~_c1Ui~l.:

(a) Select leader tasks for training (all levels).

(b) Approve prioritized leader tasKs for training.

(c) Approve long and short-range plan.

2. Provide.

a. Guidance for Publications:

(1) Approve Battalion' LOT/Guidelines for Training.

(2) Approve Battalion Policy Lette~s.

(3) Write Commander's Notes.

(4) Approve Battalion Training SOP.

(5) Provide training locations (GLM).

(6) Provide training forecast.

(7) Approve scenario for ARTEP/FTX.

(8) Approve T&EO's.

b. Guidance for Planning:

(1) Approve the Inclement Weather Schedule.

(2) Designate periods for battalion "Block Leave"
(if appropri~te).

(3) Approve plan for simultaneous training at multi-
echelons/levels.

(4) Recommend missions for Company ARTEP and other
collective training that supports battalion goals.
(5) Initiate CPX preparation.

(6) Approve internal resources to support training.

(7) Approve external resources requested to support training.

(8) Inspect battalion learning center and publications
library.

c. Guidance for Implementation:

(1) Issue guidance for implementing the battalion long-
range plan.

(2) Issue guidance for implementing the battalion short-
range plan.
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(3) Approve Company Training Plans/Schedules.

(4) :Allocate resources for training.

(5) :Review scheduling and use of TEC.

(6) Approve warning and operations orders.

d. Support:

(1) Approve fund forecast for training material and equipment.

(2) Approve travel fund forecast for training.

(3) Approve fuel allocation forecast for training.
(4 ) Approve ammo request for training.
( 5) Approve request for aggressors (internal and external) .
( 6) Approve request for evaluators (internal and external) .
(7) Approve request for training area.
( 8) Approve request for equipment (exter:nal).

3. Conduct.

a. Conduct battalion CPX/TEWT.

b. ~ractice cond~cting battalion ARTEP and contingency mission.

c. InspectFcompany training.

d. Monitor company internal evaluation.

e. Conduct battalion internal evaluation.

f. Insure.battalion records results of internal evaluations.

g. Disseminate results of battalion training.

'h. Provide incentives within battalion commanderfs authority
to attain desireditraining standards.

(Battalion Commander, Self-Training)

.~. Select training objectives for self-study.

:j. Use TEC.

k. Use ACCP.

a. Evaluate:

(1) Conduct internal/external training evaluations.

(2) tMonitor the conduct of SOT.

(3) Inspect ~ndividual training.
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b. Monitor Individual Training (Quality Control) .
(1) OJT/FOJT Programs.

(2) Low density MOS training.

(3) Conduct individual training diagnostics.

5. Miscellancous~

a. Approve recommended changes to MTOE.

b. Approve request for exceptions to safety policy for ARTEP.
c. Approve school allocations.
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TRAINING DEVICES

The remaining pages in your training package contain descriptions and information on
just a few of the many training devices currently available in the Army today.

This information is included in your training package in order to provide you some
examples.of the many applications of training devices that can improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of training in units under your command. Many more training devices
exist in the Army inventory that offer tremendous training potential at relatively
modest cost.

The descriptions and information provided in the examples have been organized by
branch applicability, but note that some devices are applicable to all branches and
others, with some thought, may have utility to more than one branch.

The smart commander will- insure that these example devices and the many other valuable
training devices are exploited to their fUllest.

Request lead times for the training devices explained in this packet represent the
average for most Army installations. It is recognized that local situations and
prior commitments will cause these times to vary in some instances.

The following example devices are described in this order:

1. Branch Common Devices

Sandtable

TVT

2. Infantry

Scopes

Realtrain

LAW M190 Subcaliber Device

3. Armor

Telfare Device

M55 Laser Tank Gunnery Trainer.

Fox Burst on Target Trainer

4. Field Artillery

Gunnery Training Puffboard

M3l Field Artillery Trainer

5. Air Defense Artillery

Redeye TVT Bracket

Vulcan Engagement Simulation System

Vulcan TVT
173

6. Engineers

Model Bailey Bridge

Training Mines, M2l, M16Al, and
Claymore



BRANCH cannON
DEVICES
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SAMDTABLE

DESCRIPTION
Locally fabricated shallow box suitable for containing sand and other terrain
simulation materials. The. box may be of any size satisfying the training need~
of the unit.

FUNCTION/USE
.Sandtables are extremely effective devices to use during tactical training. Pull
visualization of the disposition of forces in relation to natural terrain and
Dan made features is possible. Replication of the terrain upon which u?comin0
training missions will be conducted offers a powerful tool for increasing under--
standing of the actions to be practiced.

The box is usually constructed Df wood or fiberboard and is mounted 6nlegs to
elevate the terrain material to a convenient height. Sand or fine soil is commonly
used as the medium for shaping the basic terrain features. Buildings, trees,
bridges, etc. may be represented by any materials deemed suitable from the users'
standpoint. The box interior is usually painted blue to allow the creation of
streams and other bodies of water by pushing the sand away at the location of
these features.
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SOURCE
The sandtable may be constructed within the unit or requested from the local TASO.
If fabricated within the unit, directions for construction and use may be foundin TC 21-6-2.

COST
If constructed within the unit, material costs will vary from no cost to
approximately $50 depending u~on the aDount of scrap Materials used.
REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY U~ITS

1 to 3 weeks if requested fron the
TASO. This will vary according to
prior commitments.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF

RSSERVE CO~1PO:1E1'1TS

Same as Active Army Units

The training value of an upcoming ARTEP can be considerably increased by rehearsing
each task, and developing plans for alternative actions on a sandtable replica ofthe terrain upon which the ARTEP will be conducted.

A few days prior to the conduct of theART~p, a mini-ARTEP should be conducted
on the sandtable with the company cOffiDanderand his platoon leaders. The
platoon leaders, in turn, should rehearse the squad or crew leaders on the same
sequence of events. By this means, complete understanding on the part of leaders
and individuals is developed before attempting to execute the Missions and tasks.
If a combined arms operation is planned, this is an excellent opportunity todevelop coordinated action.

The training payoff lies in the improved ability of the unit leaders to carry out
the mission with confidence and assurance. Purposeful actions and minimum confusion
generate pride and a sense of professionalism during training.

In addition, the sandtable may be used with excellent results during a postaction critique.
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SANDTABLE
PLATOON
MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

The sandtable can be used to advantage in the novenent to contact operation by
rehearsing when the platoon will ~ove nounted, w~en traveling overwatch and
bounding overwatch will be initiated and what actions will he taken when contact
is made. The above points should be Covered by the platoon leader with his
squad and crew leaders over a sandtable replication of the terrain upon which
the mission will be conducted. Movement techniques vlhich optinize the use
of terrain can be examined and the best novement methods for specific terraincharacteristics can bG chosen.

After the training mission, the sandtable can again be used to replay the events
and incidents as they actually occurred. This will clarify in everyone's minds
what actions and reactions caused the situation to develoo as it did. Valuable
training occurs during this sort of review for the participants are able to
discuss, analyze, and come to sound conclusions about the tactical appropriatenessof certain actions in given situations.
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SANDTABLE
SQUAD

MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

ARTEP training and evaluation outlines for Squad ~ovement to Cont3ct states,
"Squad moves mounted, using traveling when contact is not likely, traveling
overwatch when contact is possible, and bounding overwatch. when contact is
expected. The squads execution of these movement techniques Uses terrain to
mini~ize its exposure and to maximize its ability to deliver suppressive firesfrom the best available overwatch position."

The concepts of travelinq overwatch and bounding overwatch are sometimes
difficult to convey. By using a sandtable -to re~licate different types of
terrain and small pieces to represent the units tracked vehicles, these
overwatch techniques can be demonstrated to each squad leader with absolute
clarity. Squad leaders in turn can brief their entire squads on what is
expected of them when dismounted and what they Must acco~plish during the mission.
Sandtables provide an outstanding ~eans of training unit leaders. They are
very good for the technique in which the squad leader trains his entire squad
in a particular tactic. In addition, it provides an excellent cost actioncritique technique.
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SANDTABLE
PLATOON
ACTIVE DEFENSE
ARTEP training and evaluation outlines for Active Defense make reference to
defense plans, counterattack plans, the deployment of forces on likely/dangerous
avenues of approach, and other requirements involving the disposition of forcesaccording to terrain characteristics.

All of the above considerations may be evaluated with excellent tactical
understanding on a sandtable replication of the subject terrain.

In addition, the tentative location of primary a~d subsequent fighting positions
and likely routes of movement between these 90sitions ~av be worked out betweenthe platoon leader and the squad leaders.

The general location of sensors, minefields and protective wire may be identifiedat this time.
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TVT

DESCRIPTION
The Sony Rover III Television Trainer (TVT) is a liqhtweight syste~ cO~posed of
a ca~era, a video recorder and playback unit, a~v monitor, and auxiliary equipment
such as cables to power the system from a portable battery pack or vehicle electricsystems.

The entire system is portable and easily handled by one ~an. Various ~ounts have
been developed to permit attaching the TV ca~era to weapons such as REDEYE, DRAGa~J,TOW, etc.

FUNCTION/USE
Portability and immediate playback capability lends TVT its most important
characteristic; the ability to TV tape individuals and units in training, and
immediately (or during after action reviews) replay their actions for them, critique
the actio~, and return them to training with the lessons learned vividly impressedin t~eir minds.
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SOURCE
TVT was originally issued to units to be used in a variety of training applications.
In many cases, the TVT equipment was subsequently recalled for maintenance and
issue at the local TASO. If the unit no longer possesses its own TVT, the TASO
will provide operating instructions and loan issue of this item.

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY mnTS

I to 2 weeks under normal conditions

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COMPONENTS

Same as Active Army Units

TVT equipment should be considered high value items and stored to minimize the
possibility of theft. However, security considerations in no way limit or
prohibit the use of this effective training ,tool.

No special test equipment is necessary. However, the TV'I'should be tested for
proper-operation on vehicles when special power cables are required to use
vehicle electrical power. Insure proper operation prior to taking the
equipment to the field.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO

TRAINING CONCEPT A~D PAYOFF
US Army comhat forces must exp~ct to fight outnu~bered. With this realization
in mind, every small unit leader and soldier should take every opportunity to
capitalize on every method that will improve or maximize their skills at
camouflage, concealment, and the ability to move under fire.

The TVT Trainer is a valuable tool that allows self assessment in these
critical skills. By placing TV Trainers in several of the opposing forces
positions, a visual record can be made of the unit's ability to conceal its
presence. The best ,and worst examples may be retained for future briefings.

By using the TV camera zoom lens, good simulation of enemy optical search
capability is achieved. During the playback, the best and worst efforts at
camouflage and concealment will be revealed.
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TVT

PLATOON
ACTIVE DEFENSE
/\1\':"1':1' trdininq and evaluation standards for the Tank/~lecha!lized Infantry Platoon
in th(~ defense st<ltcS, "Pliltoon selects specific positions based on evaluation
()f cov(~r, concc~dlrlC>nt, observation, and fields of fire ... !lull down positions
dn~ ~)rl'[),lrecl dnd vehicles are cilT'louflaqed, covered and concealed ... Unit uses
S<1rlC~criteria to select subsequent positions ... ElePlcnts rCDosition as necessary .•.
1'!al

r
)ot1 dis!J}.H'c's to suhsequent positions ... Contact \-lith oDPosing force is main-

tel i lwd dl! r inq mOVC'!'lcnt ... ~1ove;1l('nt is rapid and not ohserved by the opposing force."

All of the above skills and techniques lend themselves t:"'l TV recording from the
att;lckinq forces point of view.

~;uldicr'~ !'!c1l1ud1/SQT tasks that Llpp1y in this training situation are:

Cdfilouflaqe/conceal self and individual equipment,
Task number: 171-11E-1201 and 071-11A-0701.

Cc1mouf 1ilqe/concea 1 equ irJmen t,
Tilsk number: 071-11A-0702.

CdmOllf 1aqe/conced] de fens i vc~ pos i tions,
Task number: 071-111\0703.

Select temporary battlefield positions,
Task number: 07l-11A-0704.

Construct individual defensive positions,
1~sk number: 071-11A-0705.

Clear fields of fire,
Task rnmbcr: 071-11A-0706.

Camouflaqe/conceal TOW position,
Task nUPlber: 071-11B-3757.

Camoufldqe/concecll r1Ahl position,
TclSk numb~r: 071-11B-3306.

',love under direct fire,
Task llllPlb(~r: 071-11A-0502 and 171-11C-2701.

Camouflage a tank,
Task number: 171-l1E-6201.

Conceal moveMent by route selection,
Task number: 171-11E-1203.

Select temporary tank firing position,
Task number: 171-11E-1204.
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During platoon training in the active defense, one or more TVT trainers should
be placed with lead elements of the attacking force. TVT's may be operated aboard
tanks, or APe's (to utilize vehicle power) or placed with lead elements of dis-
mounted troops (utilizing the battery pack). 'I'heTVT will give an "attacker eye
view" of the defending platocm'c deployment. Poorly selected hull down positions,
glint frnffiexposed equipment, improper ~ovement under fire to alternate defense
positions will all be revealed to the 7V eye. The TV zoom lens will illustrate how
the smallest infractions of camouflage discipline and ~ovement techniques are
glaringly obvious under scrutiny with binoculars or other optical devices.

Playback of these tapes during the after-action revie\v of the exercise will afford
a tremendous payoff in that the defending platoon will see first hand how important
the skills of concealment are to lengevity on the modern battlefield. ... What
can be seen can be hit, what can be hit can be killed."
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SCOPES

DESCRIPTION
Every soldier has four two-digit number patches attached to his helmet's
camouflage cover. Everv soldier also has a 6-power telescope mounted on his rifle.
With these training aid~, soldiers are able to realistically simulate combat by
inflicting casualties on each other. Casualties are assessed t~rough the
identification and reporting of the numbers worn on the hel~ets of the opposingsoldiers.
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FUNCTION/USE
To achieve a kill, an individual ~ust correctly identify the number on an
opposing ~an's helmet and fire a blank round. The numbers are visible to the
naked eye to approximately 40 meters, but can ~e :ead at ranges out to 200 meters
with the use of the 6-?ower telescope. Transm1ss10n of the numbers identified and
casualty assessment is done by controllers using radios. Soldiers whose numbers
are called, and are thus "killed" must remove their helmets and lie down in place.
A record sheet is kept by t~e controllers of each kill made and is used by the
chief controller during the after-action review.

Following engagements, troops are assembled for the after-action review. The
discussion, guided by the senior controller, reviews the battle chronologically,
focusing on eacll action in which casualties occurred. The soldiers themselves
describe how they were able to engage and destroy a target, or were "killed"
themselves. Learning that occurred during the engage~ent is reinforced in the
after-action review.

SOURCE
Local TASO

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVS ARMY mHTS ~ESERVE CO~-1PONENTS---------.
No lead time for Scopes equipment. Same as Active Army Units
Normal local lead-time for blank arrrnoand
pyrotechnics.
ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

Lens cleaning materials (tissue and cleaning fluid) are needed for periOdic lenscleaning of the 6-power M-16 telescopes.

Storaqe: A squad size issue of SCOPES equip~ent will fill a storage box ofapproximately four square fe~t.

The supporting issue of blank :o~nds, pra~tice grenade fuses, artillery simulators,
etc. will requir~ normal ammunItIon secur1ty and a stor~ge area of approximately
10 square feet.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME'.
It takes approximately 2 hours to issue, attach, and fit SCOPES equioment in a
squad sized unit. Complete details of SCOPES usage can be found in 5T 7-2-172.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO
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TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
All combat skills, whether individual or collective, tactical or gunnery, have
one purpose--to destroy the enemy. SCOPES equipment provides a ~eans to simulate
this destructive ability, realistically and in real time. Combat capabilities
have been proven to increase w~en utilizing this training methodology.

The training payoff occurs during the after-action review following the training
event. At this time the whys and whereofs of each action are reviewed. Individual
and collective shortcomings be cone apparent and any needs for additional training
becomes obvious.
SCOPES exercises should allow enough time for several runs of the same mission.
Soldiers should be provided the opportunity to "try it again," applying the lessons
learned during previous attempts. By this method, tactical combat skills are
developed and retained.
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SCOPES
SQUAD
MOVEMENT TO CONTACT
ARTEP Training und Evaluation Outlines for the rifle squad in a ~ovement to
contact state ... eliminate any enemy resistance that is within the squad's
cupability. Both friendly and enemy forces should use SC8PES equipment whenavailable .... "
To receive a satisfactory rating, the squad must"
without sustaining excessive casualties". eli~inate the enemy force

SCOPES equipment is ideal for teaching the sguan movement and concealment
techniques that will minimize casualties and enhance the effectiveness of the
squad. Realtime casualty assessment and the all important after-action review
provide indisputable evidence and strong reinforcement of the lessons pointing
to success in combat.

Soldier's ~1anual/SQ~ tasks representing individual tactical skills receive direct
emphasis through tl1e "proof of the pudding" results that SCOPES offers.
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RE.~LTRAIN .

..~ '-t
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v DESCRIPTION

,, ,

! r i~~~;,t:~ :t -,. , C ." J .' .,' .:
Optical devicesictelesopes; .or~plastic sighting plates are mounted ori,or in weapons
ranging from the r1-16 rifle'to the tank main gun of the two opposing small-unit..;
forces. , Opposing ,forces Gpersonnel and vehicles wear or display identification
numbers. Gunners "shoot" at targets by firing a blank or simulator and announcing
the identification numbers seen through theirweaponn:ountedte~escop~s.' ,:(/,;

Controllers verify the numbers "hi t" and thereby assess casual ties on each side i
during the free play exercise. All details of REALTRAIN operations are contained
in TC 71-5. .
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FUNCTION/USE
REALTRAIN is directed towards achieving realistic and credible casualty assess~ent
during two sided free play tactical exercises. A hit is re?orted on a casualty
assessment net to the controller with the target engaged, w~o assesses the damage
caused by the "enemy" weapon. The simulation of weapon signatures is also featured.
Backblast simulators are used for antitank weapons and main gun simulators are
used for tanks. Indirect fire is simulated by standard artillery projectile
simulators. Blanks are used for all rifle and machinegun fire.

Following engagements, troops are assembled for an after-action review. The
discussion, guided by the senior controller, reviews the battle chronologically,
focusing on each action in which casualties occurred. The individual soldiers
describe how they were able to engage and destroy a target, or were "killed"
themselves. Learning that occurred during the engagement is reinforced in the
after-action review.

SOURCE
Local TASO

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS
~o lea~ time for ~ealtrai~ equipment.
Normal local lead time for blank ammo
an~ pyrote~h~ics.

ADDItIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

~ESERVE CO~1PONEl'JTS
Same as Active Army Units

Lens cleaning materials (tissue and cleaning fluid) are needed for periodic lens
cleaning of the various telescopic sights used with RF.ALTRAI~ equipment.

Storage: A platoon size issue of REALT~IN equipment (tracked vehicles and
individual soldiers) will fill a wooden storage box of approximately 4 x 4 x,6
feet.

The supporting issue of blank rounds, grenade simulators, artillery simulators,
etc. for a platoon sized REAL~RAIN exercise will require normal ammunition security
and a storage area of approximately 16 square feet ( 4 x 2 x 2 ).

RETROFIT/SET UP~TIME
It takes approximately 2 hours to issue, install, and fit REALTRAIN equipment
(tracks and personnel) in a platoon sized unit. Complete' details of REALTRAIN
usage may be found in TC 71-5.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO
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TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
Soldier's }1anual and SQT tasks representing individual sKills receive indirect
emphasis through the "proof of the. pudding" results that REALTRAIN offers.

All combat skills, whether individual or collective, tactical or gunnery, have one
purpose--to destroy the enemy. REALTRAI~ equipment provides a means to simulate
this destructive ability, realistically and in real time. Combat capabilities
have been proven to increase when utilizing this training methodology. units
trained via REALT~IN have deMonstrated the capability of destroying 32% more tanks
and BMP's and conserved 15% more US tanks and TOW/DRAGON missile carriers than
uni ts not train~d with REALTRADJ.
A REALTRAIN exercise should provide enough time for several iterations of the same
ARTEP mission. Soldiers should be allowed to immediately apply the lessons learned
during the previous exercise. Only by repeated actions and after-action reviews
can the tactical co~bat skills of each soldier be honed to the razor sharpness
required of a co~bat ready unit.
The training payoff occurs during the after-action review following each training
event. At this tiMe the whys and whereofs of each action are recounted. Individual
and collective shortcomings become apparent, and the needs for additional training
become obvious.
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PLATOON
MOVEMENT TO CONTACT
The platoon's mission is to move mounted providing security to the main body,
facilitate its movement, a~d eliminate enemy resistance within its capability.

When the meeting engagement occurs, the platoon must develop the situation and
fight through or fix the enemy without sustaining excessive casualties
(evaluation judgment).

REALTRAIN equipment eliminates arbitrary judgments associated with casualty
assessment. Platoons that execute their mission with tactical correctness
making maximum use of terrain and cover will minimize exposure and thus avoid
an excessive number of "hits" on tracks and personnel. This eliminates arguments,
resentments, and the associated loss of enthusiasm for playing the training game.

The possibility of controller bias is eliminated and personnel who do their jobs
well are rewarded by peer appreciation during the after-artion reviews.
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ANT IT.~NK LAVI

ROCKET LAUNCHER M190 WITH SUBCALIBER 35 MM PRACTICE ROCKET M73

DESCRIPTION
An expended LAW M72A2 launcher is fitted with an internally mounted subcaliber
launcher tube that permits the firing of a 35wn, M73 practice rocket. The
practice rocket approximates the range and trajectory of the service rocket.

FUNCTION/USE
The LAW M190 subcaliber device is used to tr3in soldiers in live fire without

.incurring the expense of firing the service round. The savings per shot is the
difference between $4.34 for the subcaliber rocket and $67.56 for the service
HEAT rocket.
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SOURCE
The Ml90 device must be assembled to an exoended LAW M72A2 launcher tube. This
operation may be accomplished at the u~it level, or as at some installations, by
the local TASO. If the local TASO maintains a supply of modified tubes, they may
be drawn as training aids by the unit. If the TASO does not stock the item then
the component parts 8ay be ordered by the unit and assembled in a shop area.
Both the M190 subcaliber device and the expended l172A2 launcher may be reqriested
throuqh ammunition supply channels.Another method of obtaining the M190 is to
requisition by national stock number. However, a~ expended ~72A2 launcher must
be obtained for each M190 device. Assembly instructions are found in
TM 9-1340-203-20 an~ ih each Ml90 kit. Subcaliber rockets are available as
training ammunition (CTA-23-100-6).

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY maTS RESERVE COMPONENTS

Request lead time on M190 device, E'xpended Same as Active Army Units.
LAWs, and M72 practice rockets vary accor-
ding to local supply procedures.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE
Test or support equipment is not required. Storage of the rocket launcher and
rockets require normal a~~unition storage procedures and facilities. It is
recommended that the bore of the subcaliber launcher device be swabbed with
mineral spirits between several firings and again at storage.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately 15 minutes per unit to retrofit an exoended LAW with the Ml90
device. This procedure does not require special tools.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
TM 9-1340-203-20 lists all maintenance functions as bei~g at the organizational
level.
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TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
The use of the M190 subcaliber device provides valuable LA~J training at a
rela tively economical cost. The availability of ~173 subcaliber armnunitio'1 offers
the opportunity for LAW training not possible with sta~dard service rockets. The.
lower kinetic energy of the subcaliber rocket permits its use against an actual
armor target. Optimum LAH gunnery training is achieved by firing against a
maneuvering M-48 or M--60 tank. Instructions for configuring a tank for this
purpose are contained in a booklet titled "Procedures for Prepari~g M-48/M-60
Tanks for Use as Manned Moving Targets" available from the USAIS Weapons Department,
Anti-Armor and Missile Committee, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905. Additionally, the
use of the subcaliber rocket necessitates considerably less stringent range
safety requirements, thus permitting training in ar2as that would otherwise be
impractical from a safety standpoint.
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TELFARE DEVICE

DESCRIPTION
The device mounts a heavy barrel M2 .50 caliber machinegun to the main gun tube,
thereby providing a means for subcaliber main gun gunnery training.

FUNCTION/USE
This device consists of a strap-on mount which accepts the caliber .50 M2 machinegun
with a solenoid and single shot device. This device can be mounted on all tanks in
the Army inventory with no modification required to the turret, cupola, or fire
control system of the tank. The caliber .50 M2 machinegun is used because there are
36 M2 machineg~ns currently authorized in each tank battalion. It is mounted on
and above the main gun and allows most full-crew interaction on all types of
engagements. The traversing and elevating mechanism at the rear of the mount can be
adjusted for boresighting. This device is suggested for use on 1/2-scale ranges
using 1/2-and full-scale targets.

SOURCE
LocalTASO

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS

Immediate issue if on hand.
Approximately 3 weeks if produced locally.
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RESERVE COHPONENTS

Same as Active Army Units.



ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STOqAGE
Test or support equipment other than ordinary mechanics~ wrenches is not required.
Storage of the .50 caliber ammunition follows normal ammunition requirements.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately 2 hours to set up the Telfare device.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO

TRAnJ HJG COiJCEPT A~\JJPf\YOFF
Today's Army faces ever-increasing constraints to effective training. Limitations,
especial~y in the areas of firing ranges and ammunition, make extremely difficult
the sustainment training needed with modern complex weapons systems. It behooves
every commander to take advantage of subcaliber and other devices to get the most
training for every training dollar spent.

The Telfare device used on scaled ranges offers an excellent opportunity to develop
basic gunner and tank commander skillE without expending majn gun target practice
or service rounds. Main gun ammunition thus saved may be used during full scale
collective platoon gunnery firing wherein tactics and gunnery may be practiced
together for realistic combat training.

SC.ALED RANGE BUilT TO ORDER
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M55 LASER TANK GUNNERY TRAINER

DESCRIPTION

WAR"ING

@
1

@@
2 3

@

WAR NIN G

,

The M55 Laser Trainer is slightly smaller, but of the same general shape, as the
tank turret coaxial machinegun. The device is designed to mount in place of the
coaxial rnachinegun of the M48A3, M60-AI-A2 and N551. It fires a ruby red laser
beaQ of approximately 5/8 inch in diameter to a range of 200 feet (60 meters) .

FUNCTION/USE
The device provides a means of conducting tank gun training in the individual skills
of laying the gun, burst on target adjustment, target tracking, and ~unnery or tank
commander normal firing procedures. Scaled ranges and scaled targets of various
types must be used with this device because of its 60 meter range limitation.

In use, the "firing" of a main gun round will cause the M55 laser to project a
small but bright spot of red light on the target according to the lay of the main
gun. This spot of light is clearly' visible to the tank crew through the tank.optics.
It is also visible to instructor or scorer Dersonnel stationed outside the tank.
The laser may be operated in the flash mode~to siQulate main gun firing, or it
may be operated in a continuous mode for tracking training of moving targets.
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SOURCE
Basic issue item, Kit Target, Laser, Gunnery Trainer: (Tank) 10554641

Issue has been implementec on the basis of six per tank battalion in Active Army
Uni ts, anc. three per ~~ational Guarc ta::J~battalions.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPM~NT/STORAGE
A retroreflective target kit, 10554641 is available for use with the trainer. The
kit consists of a target frame and reflective bullseye and silhouette targets
in a carrying case. Other TASO available scale model armor targets may be used.

Additional support equipment is not required. unit maintenance and troubleshooting
procedures are outlined in ~M 9-6920-357-10, dated August 1975.

The M55 laser is a high value item and requires secure storage.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately 15 min. to install and boresight/check the H55 laser.

MAIN1ENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Item must be turned in to supply if inoperable.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
The M55 laser trainer provides a means by which tank crew gunnery training may'be
conducted regardless of ammunition or range constraints. Tracking and firing
practice may be conducted through as many repetitions as necessary to gain the
requisite crew procedural skills.
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FOX BURST ON TARGET TRAINER

Left silhouette removed for
clarity

DESCRIPTION
Approximately 1/2 scale plywood flanking silhouette of any warsaw pact armor
attached by brackets to each side of a 1/4 ton truck (jeep). Extendable metal arms
of steel pipe or angle iron protrude from the front, rear, top, and bottom of the tar-
get silhouettes. Attached to the end of each arm is a 24-volt spotlight aimed to the
side so as to be viewed from the tank gunner training position. Each light is
individually controlled by toggle switc~es mounted in a control box carried within
the jeep. Another light with an amber or red filter is mounted in the center of the
silhouette. Vehicle battery provides the power source.

FUNCTION/USE
The silhouette target jeep is positioned at a selected distance from the tank
containing the gunner trainee and instructor (distances are determined by the
stage of training). The gunner trainee lays his sight on the target. The instructor
checks his lay and then by radio link directs the jeep operator to flash one of the
lights to represent a round high, low, left, or right. The gunner observes the
light which simulates sensing the round and relays his sight to correct for the miss.
The instructor checks the new sight lay and again radios the jeep to flash another
light. At any time the instructor may call for the center light to be flashed to
represent a hit on the target.
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SOURCE
This device may be constructed within the unit using materials on hand, or
construction may be requested through the local TASO.

COST
If constructed within the unit, material costs will vary from no cost to approximately
$150 depending on the amount of scrap materials used.

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS

2 to 4 weeks if requested from the TASO.
This will vary according to prior
commitments.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF

RESERVE COMPONENTS
Same as Active Army Units

Burst on target training of this nature affo~ds a remarkable degree of reaiism
considering the almost negligibl~ cost involved. The targets may be used
stationary or moving arid may be used repetitiously until the instructor is satisfied
that the burst on target concept is fully understood by the trainee. Extensive use
of this device offers an ammunition ~avings during individual gunner training. This
ammunition may then be used during collective platoon live fire exercises wherein
tactic~ and gunnery are brought together for realistic combat training.
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GUNNERY TRAINING PUFF BOARD KIT

DESCRIPTION
A miniature scaled terrain board of approximately 6' x 11' constructed on fine mesh
wire that permits a'.smoke puff device mounted on a movable arm beneath the board to
puff smoke through the screen to simulate artillery bursts.

FUNCTION/USE
The device is used for FO training in all procedures involving the initial call for
fire and subsequent adjustment of artillery rounds. The movable arm beneath the board
repositions the smoke puff producing device and thus provides an accurate scale
simulation of adjusted artillery bursts. When viewed edge on, the terrain and smoke
puffs appear as a miniature simulation of indirect fire, impacting in the target area.

SOURCE
Available through local TASO.
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REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS:

Immediate issue if on hand.
Several weeks if shipped from
another installation.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COMPONENTS:

Same as For Active Army Units.

Test equipment is not required. A supply of the smoke puff-producing chemicals
must be provided with the terrain board. The device comes in a storage/shipping crate
of approximately 4' x 6' x 3' suitable for supply room storage.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
It has been determined that over 50% of indirect fire inaccuracies are attributed to
the FO. This condition exists with supposedly trained and qualified FO's. When one
considers that on the modern battlefield everyone in the FO party, as well as any
soldier observing the enemy, must be able to call for and adjust indirect fires, then
all methods of FO training must be employed on a sustainment basis. The gunnery
training puff board kit provides a means whereby this type training may be conducted
at little or no cost. By using field telephones and a simulated FDC in another room,
all aspects of observed indirect fire training may be conducted. Combat units cannot
afford to overlook the benefits derivable from the use of this device.
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M31 FIELD ARTILLERY TRAINER--------------

DESCRIPTION
The M31 Field Artillery Trainer permits firing 14.5mm non-fragmenting rounds from
ei ther a tripod or 'the bore of a howitzer.

FUNCTION/USE
The training kits are used to train fire direction personnel, forward observers, gun
crews, survey teams, and maneuver unit leaders in limited space training areas and at
low cost. The device normally requires the construction of a scaled range not exceeding
approximately 1,000 meters downrange in medium or soft soil. Details of the scaled
range construction are contained in TC 6-40-3, titled "M31 Field Artillery Traine~."

Each kit contains sufficient 14.5mm tubes and inbore adapters to equip one field
artillery battery. Included are two tripods and adapters to use the on-carriage fire
control equipment in the ground mount mode.

SOURCE
A basis of issue has been implemented of one kit per battalion, armored cavalry
squadron, and separate battery. AT present, M31 kits have been 85% fielded. Available
through supply system as authorized by AR 310-49.
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ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE
Cleaning equipment and storage/transport containers provided with each kit. Firing
devices and ammunition require arms and ammunition storage facilities.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Damaged or malfunctioning M31 devices should be turned in at depot support level.

RETROFIT/SETUP TIME
It takes approximately five minutes per kit to retrofit a howitzer with the M31
inbore tube.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
unit Training: The reduced scale of the M31 range is really a plus for the unit
commander~e can move quickly from FO's, to guns, to FDC, and to survey sections to
supervise activities, to troubleshoot, or to solve problems that may develop during
training. Since much of this movement can be on foot, the commander does not have to
spend a good portion of his time on the road moving from one point to another. If
necessary, the commander can very quickly pull his entire unit together at one point
to critique events or to set the stage for subsequent training activities.

Many special-unit techniques can be practiced on the M31 range just as in live firing.
By installing and boresighting the H31 in the howitzers prior to leaving the unit motor
pool, the unit can train on the occupation of position without~reconnaissance as soon
as it arrives at the 14.5mm range. Roving-gun techniques are just as valid in M31
exercises as in live-fire exercises. Massed fire and TOT procedures for the delivery
of suppressive fires can be developed on the M31 Range.

It is in unit training where additional full-scale training must take place to develop
fully modern battlefield techniques. Tactical training must take place during full-
scale maneuvers. The integration of fire support and maneuver training must be under
full-scale conditions and, hopefully, in the latter stages of combined arms training,
a live-fire exercise.
Additionally, in order to facilitate a total understanding of the operation, members .
of the gunnery team can be quickly moved to other locations so that they may observe
the activities there. For example, FDC personnel can visit the OP to observe what the
FO duties are in the gunnery team so that they may understand some of the unique
problems of the observers. This observation of the entire operation amounts to
teaching the FA system. Logically, a particular element should function better if
each part of the element understands how the pieces fit together to form a coordinated
whole. Moreover, the unit can be positioned so that members of the FDC and the weapon
crews, as well as the FO, can see the impact of rounds. When the unit is so positioned,
all members of the gunnery team have a chance to see what their efforts produce in the
impact area, an opportunity which they rarely have during service practice. This
technique is particularly valuable in the early stages of unit training, as it causes
the individual to think about the big picture and about how everything fits together to
make an effective unit. .
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The M3l is an effective tool for develo~ing teamwork and technical proficiency prior 0
to the expenditure of expensive service ammunition. Some of the ammunition saved by
using the M3l can be invested to develop the special techniques that are beyond the
capabilities of the M3l, to support combined arms live-fire problems, and to provide
fires for the evaluation phase of the Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEP).
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REDEYE TVT BRACKET

DESCRIPTION
A metal bracket espe~ially constructed to mount a portable Television ~rainer (TVT)
Camera on the Redeye.

FUNCTION/USE
When mounted on the Redeye by means of the special bracket, the battery-powered TVT
camera records the target as seen by the Redeye gunner. The Redeye sight image is
overlayed on the TV monitor screen, thus all aspects of the Redeye gunner's tracking
and superelevation are recorded and may be played back for critique and
instruction purposes.

SOURCE
TVT was originally issued to units to be used in a variety of training applications.
In many cases, the TVT equipment was subsequently recalled for maintenance and issue
at the TASO level. If the unit no longer possesses its own TVT, the local TASO will
provide operating instructions and loan issue of this item.
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REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS:

Immediate to two weeks under
normal conditions.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COI1PONENTS

Same as for Active Army Units.

No special test equipment is necessary; however, since the TVT may be powered from
a variety of sources ranging from a battery pack (which must be recharged), to AC
or vehicle DC power, it must be ascertained that the correct power cables are available
for the intended power source use. The television camera, recorder, and monitor are
high value items and r~quire secure storage.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately two hours to set up the TVT Redeye combination. The procedure
does not require special tools; all details may be found in TC 44-7.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
Redeye training has been hampered because the instructor could not tell if the gunner
was applying proper tracking techniques. But that problem is now solved. The TV
Trainer allows the instructor and other gunners to observe the actions of the gunner
as he detects, identifies, acquires, .sight~, and tracks the target. The trainee can
also receive an instant critique on his performance by watchi~g a playback on the TV
monitor.
Instant feedback helps the gunner overcome any problems with sighting and tracking.
He increases his proficiency through extensive practice in sighting procedures, target
acquisition, and ranging. And each time, he realizes what errors, if any, he has made~

The TV Trainer has many training possibilities. It can be used along with the Moving
Target Simulator, tracking of actual or model aircraft, and live fire exercises.
During field training exercises, the TV Trainer and the field handling trainer or
tracking head trainer go together very well. Components of the TV Trainer can be
adapted so that gunners can practice tracking model airplan~s in limited areas such
as motor pools. Practice with the tracking head trainer is enhanced by the TV Trainer
during live tracking or in the moving target simulator.
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VULCAN ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION SYSTEM (VESS)

DESCRIPTION
'.

A high intensity light mounted on the Vulcan sight support arm pointed in the direction
of fire. The light simulates the muzzle flash of the weapon during simulated engage-
ments of attacking aircraft. A second smaller light is mounted so as to be observable
to the rear of the weapon by observer/controller personnel. This light indicates when
the gunner is "firing" at the target. Both lights are powered by the Vulcan electrical
system through the J6 terminal.

FUNCTION/USE
This device is used during tactical engagement simulations. The high intensity light
provides a visual cue to attacking aircraft crews that they are being engaged by
Vulcan air defense weapons. Controller personnel assess at the time of firing whether
the engagement would have produced a kill or a miss. Kill determinations are radioed
to the attacking aircraft crews, who then must retire from the engagement.
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SOURCE/CONSTRUCTION
It is intended that the device be available through the TASO system at a future date.
However, construction is so simple that field units can easily assemble the device at
the local level. Each assembly consists of a high intensity clear light (such as
mounted on a five-ton wrecker), a small trailer clearance light, a length of
electrical cable, and a spare safe arning plug for the J6 terninal. Chassis ground
is secured at any convenient point. Simple clamps or brackets attach the lights to
the weapon.

The J-6 terminal provides the power source to the lights whenever the weapon is
"fired."

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQ~IP~ENT/STORAGE
No additional support equipment is needed other than spare bulbs during field use.
A simple continuity checker would be beneficial to check the serviceability of
electrical harnesses. Low cost and simplicity of removal permit leaving the device
attached to the weapon.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPOUSIBILITY
Local TASO or unit level.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
All Vulcan ARTEP training and evaluation outlines for air defense of critical assets,
maneuver forces, or march columns specify the detection, identification and
simulated engagement of hostile aircraft. The action and reaction that occurs between
the attacking aircraft and the defending Vulcan gunners is the basis for evaluation
of the event. The flash of the VESS is observable by pilots to a distance of 1,000
meters and constitutes the initial cue of the engagement. Subsequent actions by
attacking aircraft more closely parallel those encountered in combat than may be
expected without the use of the VESS. Pilots, upon seeing the flash of the VESS,
know that a controller is determining if they have been "shot down." In addition,
the VESS signature allows AD positionsto be noted by attacking forces and thus
emphasizes the importance of alternate positions and their use.
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VULCAN TVT

DESCRIPTION
A metal bracket that permits mounting a television trainer (TVT) camera on the
Vulcan Dual Vision Vueing Device.

'.
FUNCTION/USE

----

The television camera-recorder provides the capability for both viewing the
gunner's acquisition, tracking, and sighting procedures in real time on the TV
monitor, but also to record his performance on tape for viewing and critique after
the target engagement. The television camera views the target scene with the sight
reticle appearing in the televised image. The device may be used during all daylight
training and provides an excellent tool for individual training. All details are
contained in TC 44-5-2.

SOURCE
Local TASO
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REQUEST LEAD TIME
Immediate issue

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE
Two 32 foot extension cords (Sony CCJ-IO) available as GSA items required to
position recorder desired distance from Vulcan site.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
10 to 15 minutes

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
In the final analysis, given that the Vulcan position is properly located and
skillf~lly camouflaged, the emplacement of the weapon means little if the gunner
cannot track and hit the enemy air threat.

The incorporation of the portable TV trainer on the weapon allows practice and
critique of the important skill of acquiring and smoothly tracking a moving
target, whether it be aerial or ground.

This training device may be used in garrison against targets of opportunity
(vehicular traffic on a nearby road), or in the field during ARTEP or individual
training. In the latter case, the importance of a skillfully selected weapon
position and field of fire will be shown on the TV screen as well as the individual's
tracking capabilities.
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MODEL BAILEY BRIDGE

DESCRIPTION
A 1:8 scale model of the M2 Bailey Type Bridge suitable for practical exercises in
the construction of this type bridge.

FUNCTION/USE
The trainer is designed to be used for instruction in constructing up to 10 bays
(equivalent to 100 feet) of 'triple-single construction with launching nose; 9 bays~
(90 feet) of double-double construction; 6 bays (60 feet) of triple-double construction;
8 bays (80 feet) of double-triple construction; and 6 bays (60 feet) of triple-triple
construction. Enough additional equipment is supplied to construct 2 bays of ramp.
Additional information is contained in TM 5-277K and TTP 8-8 available from the
US Army Engineer School.
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SOURCE
Available through local TASO.

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE AID1Y UNITS

Immediate issue if on hand.
3-4 weeks if shipped from another
installation.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COMPONENTS

Same as Active Army Units.

Test and support equipment not required. When assembled, the model bridge will have
an overall width,of 2' 6" without the footwalks, and 3' 2" with them. Length will
vary from l' 3" to 15' and in height from 9" to 2' 3". The entire kit is packed
in 3 chests of 29" x 27~ x 12".

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF
The Model Bailey Bridge kit provides an excellent neans for training engineer
squads and crews in the function and construction of Bailey bridges. Training
may be conducted indoors when necessary to demonstrate the arrangement of bays
and th~ mechanics of double-double, triple-double, or double-triple construction.
If used outdoors on a suitable scaled earthen gap, the various aspects and importance
of laying out a Bailey bridge site may be demonstrated. The critical points of
leveling, safety setback, and selection of abutments may be clearly shown in relation-
ship to proper bridge emplacement.

'.
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TRAINING f'lINES

S~10KE-PRODUCING r~21ANTIT/~NK f'lINE

DESCRIPTION
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A full-size, plastic model of the M2l Antitank Mine which provides a positive casualty
signature upon activation.

FUNCT ION/USE
This device is used during two-sided, free-play, tactical exercises to permit the
play of mine warfare with a realistic, real-time casualty assessment capability. This
mine was developed to support REALTRAIN and ARTEP requirements.

The solid, three-dimensional device approximates the size and appearance of the M2l
mine with trip rod, and uses an M605 fuze and Ml8 smoke grenade. The mine is emplaced

.in the same manner as the real mine and the fuze is armed. When the rod is tripped,
the fuze detonates the attached smoke grenade and the smoke filters through the soil
almost immediately, giving a visual casualty indication. The mine is expendable
but may be used a few times before being damaged by the smoke grenade.
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SOURCE
Plastic Mine Local TASO
M-18 Smoke Grenade - CTA - 23 - 100 - 6, SB 700-20
M-605 Fuze - CTA - 23 - 100 - 6, SP .700-200

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS:

Plastic Mine 4-8 weeks
M-18 Smoke Grenade 6-8 weeks
M-605 Fuze 10-12 --weeks

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COMPONENTS:

Same as Active Army Units

Plastic mines require no special storage provisions. M-l8 smoke grenades and M-605
fuzes require standard ammunition storage security.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately 2-3 minutes to assemble each mine, fuze, grenade combination.
This assembly may be accomplished beforehand or at the time of emplacement.
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SMOKE PRODUCING M16Al ANTIPERSONNEL MINE
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DESCRIPTION
A full-size, plastic model of the Ml6Al Antipersonnel Mine which provides a positive
casualty signature upon activation.

FUNCTION/USE
This device is used during two-sided, free-play, tactical exercises to permit the
play of mine warfare with a realistic, real-time casualty assessment capability.
This mine was developed to support REALTRAIN and ARTEP requirements. The solid,
three-dimensional device approximates the size and appearance of the Ml6Al mine and
uses an M605 fuze and MlS smoke grenade. The mine is emplaced and armed in the same
manner as the real mine. When tripped, the fuze detonates the attached smoke grenade
and the smoke filters through the soil almost immediately, given a visual casualty
indication. The mine is expendable but may be used a few times before being damaged
by the smoke grenades. The M605 fuze, and MlS smo~e grenade must be forecasted and
requisitioned using normal supply procedures.
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SOURCE
Plastic Mine Local TASO
M-18 Smoke Grenade CTA 23-100-6, SP 700-200
M-605 Fuze - CTA - 23-100-6, SP 700-200

REQUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS:

Plastic Mine 4-8 weeks
M-18 Smoke Grenade-g=g weeks
M605 Fuse 10-12 weeks

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE

RESERVE COMPONENTS:

Same as Active Army Units

Plastic mines require no special storage provisions. M-18 smoke grenades and ~f-605
fuzes require standard ammunition storage security.

RETROFIT/SET UP TIME
It takes approximately 2-3 minutes to assemble each mine, fuze, grenade combina-
tion. This assembly may be accomplished beforehand or at the time of emplacement.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Local TASO
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r1Ir~E ANTIPERSONNEL M18Al INERT H/.L\CCESSORIES (CLf\VrmRE)

I,:

DESCRIPTION

Full size inert mine with completely operable accessories.

FUNCTION/USE

This device offers complete training in the emplacement, fuzing, circuit testing, and
camouflage of the Claymore Mine.
The device replicates the Ml8Al mine in every respect except for the inert explosive
charge and blasting cap. Arming operations, circuit testing, and firing practice
may be conducted to completely simulate the use of the actual weapon .

. SOURCE

CTA 23-103 mine antipersonnel M18Al inert w/accessories.
l345-~-l39
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REOUEST LEAD TIME
ACTIVE ARMY UNITS:

Normally 60 days
may differ bY-post.

ADDITIONAL TEST/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT/STORAGE
None.

MAINTENANCE/REPAIR RESPONSIBILITY
Turn in and request reissue.

TRAINING CONCEPT AND PAYOFF

RESERVE COMPONENTS:

Same as Active Army Units

The actual use of training mines versus merely staking off areas with engineer tape
offers khe advantages of:

Training in the determination of the number of mines to be allocated each
platoon from the company basic load.

Training in the very important aspect of ground reconnaissance and the analysis
of exactly where to emplace each mine.

Training in the actual emplacement of mines in various terrain to include
correct rigging of tripwires and proper camouflage of each emplacement.

Training in the preparation of the Hasty Protective Minefield Record and its
subsequent use for mine transfer or minefield removal.

The above advantages constitute training payoffs in individual skills practiced in
the collective environment that are so necessary for true combat capability.
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MINES
PLATOON - ACTIVE DEFENSE

ARTEP training evaluation standards for the defense states that, "Each frontline
platoon must lay a hasty protective minefield. Claymore mines will be properly
positioned to support each platoon position."

Soldiers Manual/SQT tasks that apply in this training situation are:

Install a hasty protective minefield, task no. 07l-llA-9508. Emplace and Recover
M16Al and M2l AT Mines, task no. 07l-llB-45-4. Install/recover an electrically
armed claymore mine, task no. 07l-llA-450l. Fire a claymore mine, task no.
071-llA-4502.

n
~J The antitank and antipersonnel training mines described in the preceding general

section on mines should be emplaced with the greatest degree of tactical awareness
possible. The enemy's likely and alternate avenues of approach should be considered
along with their probable use of terrain to mask and hide their approach. Mines
should be used where effective fields of fire are difficult to obtain. Mines should
be used to disrupt, slow and canalize the enemy's approach. Additionally, mines
constitute a distraction to the enemy and this may be capitalized upon while friendly
forces move between defensive positions.

As the Aggressor mechanized infantry platoon conducts its attack, the training mines
will be tripped, or not tripped, according to the craftiness practiced during their
emplacement. A real training payoff will result in the observation of how the
protective minefield was integrated with the other defensive plans and weapon~
employment.

All of the above constitutes realistic training in mine warfare.

L 5674 Army-Fort Sill, Okla.
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